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Federal fund cutback 
may hit student aid 
By BARB JACOLA 
Staff Reporter 
A reduction in federal funds allocated for N:i lona! DftfaiM Student 
loans Tor the academic year 1939-1970 may cajse mriy deserving stu- 
dents to be denied financial aid for college expenses. 
According to Robert E. M:Kay, Director of Stulent Financial Aids, 
"This means that many very capable students will be denied a col- 
lege education." 
Approximately 900 BGSU students have National Defense Stulent loans 
for the present school year.       Tun 'oo-is ra ije U.J '.o $1,003 aUotnv its Friday, 
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for each year, and are given without 
interest to co'lege students wha 
show .'Inane UC need Nine nv.iths 
after graduation, students are 
charged three per cent interest 
on the loan until it is repaid SOTV-- 
tlmi> within ten years. 
Tne Department of Health, Ed- 
ucation and Welfare administers 
the program and has Indicated that 
pending congressional approval of 
the NDS loan budget, it will be 
difficult for students to borrow fed- 
eral   funls   to finance  edicatlon 
Tne tentative allotment* ha/e 
been cu' 20-25% over tl»se received 
for the current year by co'leges ■ad Universities. McKay said the 
university received only about 50% 
or federal funds requested for the 
1959-1970 academic year. 
Last year was the peak year 
for federal fund allocations for 
loans. McKay said they were 
expecting a cutback of son™ sort 
but not so suddenly. 
McKay attributed the cutback to 
"a long-range plan to eventuiUy 
take the student financial aid par- 
gram out of federal hands and tu u 
it   over   to   Inllvldiil colleges." 
He said ne<t year there #.'11 t» 
"less money for mure stu- 
dents." Tun reduced federal fuiis 
w.'ll b-e distributed am', ng 78 rather 
than 65 colleges and universities 
as they were this vear. 
"I have been called by televi- 
sion and radio stations and news- 
papers, and one of the questions 
they always ask me is, *Is this 
a retaliation on the part of the 
Nixon administration?' I answer 
'no'." He added that he felt the 
President has not yet dealt with 
Increasing allocations because ot 
his concern over the Vietnam war 
and domestic mrest. 
McKay has hopes that In another 
year the situation m.iy Improve. 
"We are still working on this and 
hoping we can get more money," 
he said. "The university had hopes 
it could increase, not decrease, its 
financial support to needy stu- 
dents." 
Inner-city students enrolled in 
many colleges and universities have 
boen encouraged to pjrsue their 
edicatlon through financial aid. 
"I am afraid this will dry up a 
primary source o'. fuiis for these 
a-iJ other worthy students," McKay 
stated. 
Hi> vided that those In the Finan- 
cial Aid program have been en- 
couraged to writ* to their congress- 
men to Indicate support for m.-re 
federal fund allocations for NDS 
loans, and that concerned students 
should also write their congress- 
men if wishing to voice a protest. 
Taliaferro gets 
2-15 years 
Cralg Taliaferro, University 
freshman charged two months ago 
with possession of narcotics, was 
sentenced today to serve 2 to 15 
years In the Ohio State Reforma- 
tory In Mansfield. 
Common PleasCourt Judge Floyd 
CoUer passed judgment yesterday. 
For the past month Taliaferro 
underwent pre-sentenclng exami- 
nations by county officials. Talia- 
ferro entered a plea of guilty short- 
ly after his arrest. 
B/ff passed for vote at 19 
From Wire Reports 
The Ohio House of Representa- 
tives Wednesday gave Its nod to 
the placing of a constitutional 
amendment on the November ballot 
to lower the voting age from 21 
to 19. 
An estimated 300,000 youths 
would join the electorate on ap- 
proval of this amendme it. 
This was the 21st time in 13 
years that a similar proposal has 
arisen In the General Assembly. 
Always before these proposals met 
defeat in the House. 
But Wednesday the measure 
cleared the House by a 83-12 vote, 
after a lengthly debate centering 
around the relativity of current 
campus disorders to the maturity 
of 19-year-olds. 
The campus disorders indicate 
19-year-olds are not ready to vote, 
maintained opponent Robert Car- 
penter (R., Tiffin). The legislature 
should have rejected the Issue 
saving "the voters the expense," 
he said. 
The chief proponent of the mea- 
sure in the House, Rep. Charles 
Fry (R., Springfield), reminded 
House memliers that lowering the 
voting age was In the state platform 
of both parties last year. 
Those that participate in riots 
and campus disorders, he added, 
are a "little group on the outside 
that gets all the publicity." 
Critic John A. Galbraith, (R., 
Maumre) countered that he doubted 
"yoiiij people of today are brighter. 
They may see more television, but 
I don't think that makes them more 
Intelligent." 
Several representatives rose to 
speak in favor of the bill, including 
Rep. David I.. Headley (D., Dar- 
berton), who said "young people 
today are more aware than at any 
time In our history of the prob- 
lem:? which face both our genera- 
tion and theirs." 
Several legislators contended 
that If the voting age were lowered 
to 19, the legislature would have 
to make 19 the age of maturity 
In the areas of marriage, drinking, 
public office holding and jury duty. 
The House and Senate were to 
adjourn following yesterday's ses- 
sion until next Tuesday afternoon. 
The proposed $5.8 bill ion budget 
of Gov. James A. Rhodes to operate 
the state for the next two fiscal 
years was recommended for pas- 
s:ige by the House Finance Com- 
mittee. 
The committee also approved 
two amendments, one of which 
would increase liquor profit mar- 
gins to provide nearly $34 million 
to help finance education. 
The other amendment would In- 
stitute a 10 member Hcuse-Senate 
committee to review education In 
Ohio and to report to Finance Di- 
rector Howard Collier byOctober. 
AT WORK--Public Defender (or BG Students, Bill Nelsch, readies 
himself for his newly acquired position.    (Photo by Paul Collins) 
Sites considered 
for Greek Village 
By RICK BERGEMAN 
Assist. Editorial Editor 
The Greek Village Development 
Corporation is presently negotia- 
ting for a tract of land on which to 
construct the proposed Greek Vil- 
lage, according to Ray Clarke, 
president of the board of directors. 
"We expect to know within a 
month, by June 1 anyway, where 
the site will be, "sa:d Clarke, con- 
tacted yesterday at his office in 
Owens-Illinois Corp, in Rossford. 
"We have three sites we are 
definitely Interested in, and which 
have definite possibilities. We 
want to be as near the campus as 
we can," he remarked. 
Clarke preferred not to mention 
the sites under consideration for 
fear that knowledge of the corpora- 
tion's Interest would raise prices. 
There was earlier speculation 
over possible zoning problems with 
the city, but no difficulties are an- 
ticipated by Clarke, who explained 
that the corporation Is working 
with Mayor Gus Sklbble in the se- 
lection of the site. 
A minimum of 30 to 40 acres 
are desired, although the corpora- 
tion would like to ha'/e more for 
future houses. "It all depends 
on the price," Clarke said. 
Plans for the village have been 
In the works for over a year with 
no rush required because, although 
the University wants the fraterni- 
ties and sororities off campus, no 
specific date has been set. 
In February of this year the 
President's Committee on Dis- 
criminatory Practices recommen- 
dea that the Administration adopt 
the policy that after July 1, 1972, 
no housing will be offered to any 
Candidates' platform statements 
Candidates running for student body offices may submit platform 
.statements of not  more than 103 words to the BG News office by 
« noon today. 
In addition, Presidential candidates will be given the opportunity 
to fill out a News questionnaire for publication In Tuesday's Issue. 
Platform  statements should be  triple spaced and include both 
Ethe   candidate's   name   and   the   office   for wh'ch he is running. 
fraternity or sorority. 
Contractors are ready to start 
work this summer, bj> Clarke said 
work probably wouldn't begin until 
next spring. 
The Greek Village Development 
Corporation is made up of 19 
fraternity and sorority sharehold- 
ers. Two sororities and a number 
of fraternities preferred not to buy 
shares until the site of the village 
was definitely chosen. The houses 
have also been forced to Incor- 
porate Individually because of li- 
ability laws. 
Clarke estimated that the way 
it looks now, 25 to 26 houses will 
be built. He forsees a problem 
.'or the Individual houses ln/-j'.ved 
because they will have to find a 
way to raise funds for the con- 
strustlon of their own house. 
The Greek Village plan was pre- 
sented to the University some time 
ago by a small group of alumni 
as a means of alleviating the cam- 
pus housing shortage. According 
to Tim Smith, assistant dean of 
men, the University responded to 
the proposal favorably. 
Smith said University adminis- 
trators had been wrestling with 
the problem in light of the Unlver- 
slty's rapid growth for sometime, 
and the inadequate facilities of 
the sorority and fraternity houses, 
especially those on old fraternity 
row, were no help. 
Clarke feels It Is In the best 
Interests of the Greek system 
to be situated off-campus. "I've 
personally felt for years that they 
should have their own houses, and 
that they should be able to estab- 
lish their own rules. It's one of 
the benefits of the fraternity and 
sorority systems," he said. 
As far as the fate of the a- 
bandoned houses on campus are 
concerned, Smith said he didn't 
think it had been decided yet. "if 
they're needed to house students 
in the future, they will be used as 
residence facilities," he said. 
There has been  some talk of 
demolishing old fraternity row, bu 
Smith said If the houses there are 
needed  they will undoubtably be 
used. 
Bill Nelsch appointed 
as student 'defender' 
By PAUL COLLINS 
S-.aff Writer 
Bill Nelsch has been named Student Council Public Defender. 
The office was devised  to establish formally a function of student 
court to guarantee adequate counsel for students — a defense counsellor. 
The Public Defender will have the power to Initiate action In behalf of 
students, without waiting for a case 
to be brought to court. 
The idea for the office was de- 
fined and developed by Nelsch and 
Jane Irving, both of whom are de- 
fense counsellors for Traffic Court. 
"We've been working 'in a rec- 
ommendation for a University Re- 
view Board," Nelsch said. The pro- 
posal would establish a board com- 
posed of one administrator, one fac- 
ulty member, nd the chief Justice 
of Student Court. 
Under the new system, should It 
be adopted, a stulent called before 
a dean for an alleged violation of 
University regulations should be 
Informed of the allegation and evi- 
dence, and asked if he Is innocent 
or guilty. 
A student claiming guilt can go to 
Student Court or choose to have the 
dean decide the case, In which case 
he must accept the dean's deci- 
sion. However, the dean can refer 
a case he feels Is not suitable for 
Student Court to the proposed Re- 
view Board. 
Cases upon which the Board rules 
would be subject to the University 
Appeals Board. 
The recommendation was signed 
by E.B. Rice, Chief Justice of 
Student Court, Nelsch, and Mike 
Munholland, Student Body Prosecu- 
tor. Dr. Edward Ward, assistant 
to the vice-president of student af- 
fairs, endorses the proposal, ac- 
cording to Nelsch. 
The docunnt will be discussed 
with Dr. Jamns Bond, vice presi- 
dent of student afflars, today or 
Monday. It suggests that, In cases 
dealing with several students In a 
"single incident or action (e.g. 
mass disturbances revolving a- 
round a single issue such as the 
Rodgers incident, riots, or un'.aw- 
ful assembly)," Dr. Bond have 
the option to confer with the Board 
to determine disposition of the 
cases. 
A brochure distributed from Ihe 
Puo'.lc Defender's office concludes, 
"The office of Public Defender Is 
established to protect the rights 
of the student, but the rights of 
the University community must also 
be protected. Therefore, the student 
should not expect to get out of trou- 
ble    through     the office if he is 
tnillrv." 
CHALK ONE UP-Freshman Car- 
ol Bogart does her part to bring 
BG a Festival of Life by chalk- 
ing on the sidewalk.     See page 
8 for more.       (Photos by Paul 
Collins) 
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letters to the editor 
Ethnic Studies     Says gradualism 
The News heartily endorses the plans submitted by Dr. Raymond 
Kndres and Dr. George Merman for the development of u center for 
the study of ethnic cultures at the University. 
These plans recognize the need for study on the university level 
of the various subculturul minorities in the country. These sub- 
cultures have been ignored for too long, and much of the campus 
unrest today is a result of this ignorance. 
If Bowling Green does succeed in developing a center for ethnic- 
study, it will move to the forefront in this area, and will show a 
committment on the University's part to the issues that affeil ihe 
subcultural minorities in America. 
Anything thut increuscs the educational opportunities of the stu- 
dents should be given firsl priority by the University, und we 
think this is one worhty program thai will do just thut. It should 
be implemented as soon us possible. 
Course evaluation 
A course evaluation plan is in the process of being developed by 
Student Council under the leadership of one of its members, Linda 
l'.iii-l. and it looks to be a good plan to begin with. 
By  taking a random sampling of opinion  rather than  a blanket 
sampling, the evaluation is not attempting to go too far in its in- 
fant stages. 
A  program  like  this  could  involve  tremendous  expenses   if not 
watched   carefully  (the   University   of  Michigan   spent   more than 
$20,000 in its firsl year of course evaluation, but by continual c- 
valuation all along the line, the program can be developed here in 
a sensible way. 
The administration and faculty should give as much help as pos- 
sible to Miss Kilel and Student Council in this vigorous undertak- 
ing, and should realize that it is intended to improve education 
here, and is not intended to impinge on any rights ihey may pos- 
sess. 
musf be adopted 
At the risk of sounding rather 
banal, I would like to point out a 
few facts for our "special In- 
terest" groups on campus. 
Face the facts, ladles and gen- 
tlemen, no matter what you say or 
think, the older generation Is still 
In full control. The elders also 
have no thought of yielding one Inch 
when you present some of your 
ridiculous demands, either. 
When one reads the demands of 
the SDS, White Panthers, Black 
Panthers, Black Student Union, 
or Indeed any group on the Right 
or the New Left, one cannot help 
but notice their supposed oddities 
or anti-establishment implications 
or advocatlons. To the author- 
ities some of these demands seem 
to almost blaspheme the very life 
blood of traditionU "American" 
Ideals. They are going to continue 
to laugh, whether to your faces or 
behind your back, and hold on to the 
reins even tighter. 
Take it slower, be less fero- 
cious. Employ realism If you ex- 
pect to get anywhere. The pro- 
cess may be sluggish, mmy times 
even extremely frustrating and 
futile. But it is the only way. It 
would be very unfortunate to see 
you become Impaled on your own 
principles. Yoar Idyllic dreams 
will provide the Impetus for social 
and political change eventually, 
Just as the third parties in nation- 
al politics have Inspired leaders 
Towards rational change 
By ALLEN V. WILEY 
Faculty Columnist 
A certain man occasionally of- 
fered a solemn prayer, "Oh Lord, 
protect me from my friends, and 
let me worry about my enemies!" 
This prayer might be applied to 
Jerry Rubin when he appeared 
here as a friend of students dis- 
satisfies with higher education as 
It exists today. 
In a situation crying out for 
critical appraslal of problems and 
sound suggestions for change he 
offered mostly denunciation, lib- 
erally seasoned with what many 
people still regard as nasty ob- 
scenities. Where are his con- 
structive proposals for guidance 
In building a better and more 
relevant university experience? 
Worshippers at the shrine of 
status quo should ponder the words 
of Elbert Hubbard, once quoted by 
progressively minded people, 
"Tnere Is nothing permanent but 
change." Wherever we look It Is 
evident that change must and will 
come, so our problem Is to con- 
trol Its direction toward the better 
rather than the worse. It Is not 
mere coincidence that, as a nation, 
we believed In the necessity and 
desirability of change while be- 
coming the world's leader tech- 
nologically, econmlcally, a n d fin - 
anclally. 
Throughout the world people 
strive to copy our performance. 
Unfortunately they often tc«A our 
errors and shortcomings as'well 
as our achievements. 
How dim Indeed would be the 
prospect of Inducting people to 
give up smoking If one persistent- 
ly described cigarettes as"leaves 
of a stinking weed wrapped in 
poisoned paper with a fire on 
one end and a fool on the other." 
Outspoken offenslveness demol- 
ishes the propensity to cooperate. 
Student activists seeking to re- 
build education along more rational 
an! relevant lines are neither suf- 
ficient In numbers nor financially 
equipped to attain their goal with- 
out a vast amount of help. Per- 
suasion rather than confrontation 
and vituperation is indispensable 
here. Buildings, facilities, and 
qualified staff are extraordinar- 
ily expensive, and would-be re- 
formers must look for help where 
the money Is or see their efforts 
doomed to failure. 
Violence Involving seizure of 
buildings and destruction of pro- 
perty gets reported on the front 
pages of newspapers, which tends 
toward cumulative alienation of 
taxpayer support and the willing- 
ness of wealthy people to donate 
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of the larger parties to change In 
the past. 
Gradualism, realism, call It 
what you like, but such a pal icy 
will have to be adopted or you 
will continue to be castigated. 
Responslbllty and cooperation 
coupled with some semblance of 
sincerity on both sides of the argu- 
ment Is the only way the bridge 
is going to be built to span the 
proverbial generation gap. 
Steve Slusarski 
149 Rodgers 
Comments 
on editorial 
I want to congratulate you on 
the content of your editorial In 
the issue of Friday, April 11, and 
I do so partially because I have 
been critical of some of your re- 
cent ones, particularly the one 
In the Issue of April 4. 
Discussion, dissent, and even 
protest with respect to the cur- 
riculum 'iiid other aspects of col- 
lege life are not only appropriate 
but highly desirable. 
However,   efforts   by   a small 
funds toward support of higher 
education. On this Issue tons of 
mail are being received by leg- 
islators and congressmen asking 
why anyone should be taxed to sup - 
port Institutions where students 
neglect their college work to har- 
ass administrators and Interfere 
with educational rights of fellow 
students. 
Many people in this area, once 
staunch supporters of our Uni- 
versity, are wondering why a sub- 
stantial sum was spent to bring 
someone here to preach violence 
and revolution, including release 
from prison of all criminals, in- 
cluilng apparently the slayers of 
Martin Luther King and Robert 
Kennedy, along with a fellow named 
Speck, who murdered eight student 
nurses. 
A particularly tragic aspect of 
campus violence Is that very large 
number of dlsadvantaged young 
people must get financial aid from , 
more affluent citizens or be de- 
prived of educational opportun- 
ities. Jerry Rubin Is certainly 
not going to pay their college ex- 
penses, so why does he com-? 
here to scare away desperately 
needed support? 
Another regrettable feature of 
campus disturbances and con- 
frontations is that employers are 
beginning to question the value 
of college degrees. While at- 
tending the Mid-west Economics 
Convention recently, I talked with 
an executive of an Important Chi- 
cago corporation, who said that 
some companies were consider- 
ing giving preference to high 
school graduates, to be provided 
with supplementary ln-servlce tr- 
aining by the employer, rather than * 
employing people previously sub- f 
jected to the kind of environment 
now prevailing on many campuses. 
He summed up his thinking in 
these words, "If students are 
determined to throw out trained 
administrators and run the un- 
iversities themselves, how will 
they act If we employ them in our 
organizations?" 
Students at Bowling Green, be- 
warelest you be led astray. Change 
Is much needed here and else- 
where, and It can be had If we go 
about It earnestly without wasting 
our energies Infuriating those 
whose support we must have. 
Consider the Inconsistency of those 
who endlessly bewail the use of 
violence In Vietnam, while giving . 
their unqualified blessing to its 
use here at home. 
minority, as you suggest, to force 
their beliefs upon an educational 
community Is In complete dero- 
gation of the right to freedom of 
speech and expression for them- 
selves and others of an opposite 
view   and   cannot be sanctioned. 
On page 19 of the Annual Re- 
port of the Ford Foundation there 
is this statement: "In this en- 
counter (between student and the 
university) the stakes for the na- 
tion's Intellectual life and social 
progress are very high, for until 
force can be made to yield to 
persuasion, there will be a grave 
danger that university affairs, in- 
cluding the conduct of individual 
students, will come under an Im- 
proper measure of control by the 
political representatives of an al- 
ienated public." 
None of us would want to see 
this danger become a reality. 
Sumner Canary 
1144 Un'on Commerce-Bldg 
Ohio. 
editor's note 
Editor's no'.e: Sumner Canary 
is a former member of the Un- 
iversity Board of Trustees. He 
served a nine-year term which 
expired last year. 
Counterthrust enlisted by God? 
When reading Mr. Plnta's announcement I Itched with the feeling 
I was either reading a psychological case study of the effects of the 
Com 1'ttee on Public Information or the master plan of Joe McCarthy 
and the Committee on Un-American Activities. 
I hope Roger does not feel as if all Nazis, Communists, SDS members, 
Black Panthers, White Panthers, drug users, the sexually "Immoral," 
and Free University participants are manifested stepchildren of Bee- 
lzebub himself. If so, then patriotic Amarlca must be synonymous 
with "myriads of angels" approaching Mt. Zion about to annihilate 
the   depraved   at   Armageddon under  theleadershlpofGeneral Jesus. 
I don't believe these are the proper names on the celestial score- 
card, but all the same, your side may win, Roger. With a military 
oligarchy, Queen Victoria's blessing, and a self-righteous economy, Its 
hard to boast. But I'd like to know if America is holy because it has 
patriotism like that displayed by Counterthrust; or whether your pat- 
riotism 's holy because It has America. (When you say "America" 
don't forget the U.S. is not the only one.) 
Answer the riddle without making somebody better than someone 
else and we'll all know where Counterthrust stands when It prays. A 
renounced apostle of Counterthrust, Sen. Albert Beverldge of Indiana 
gave a speech to the Senate In 1900. Chosen selections may prove 
useful If you decide to write a preamble to a constitution. It would go 
like this; 
"God has...made us master organizers of the world to establish 
progress to overcome reaction throughout the earth...lie has chosen 
the American people as His chosen nation to finally lead the regeneration 
of the world. This is the divine mission of America and holds for 
us all the profit, all the glory, all the happiness possible to man..." 
When Counterthrust's candle finally burns In to burn both sides of 
Its missionary hand it may kmw that "ethnocentrlsm is the root of 
all evil." Thank God again for giving you special light as He revealed 
to Judas Iscarlot In betraying Jesus and giving you a chance. 
"When a dog barks at the moon, then It is religion; but when he barks 
at stangers, it is patriotism!" 
Bill Fell 
227 Anderson Hall 
To segregate or to integrate 
Recently It Is becoming more and more difficult to pick up and read 
a newspaper or magazine without being smacked in the face with an 
article concerning a conflict between black students and white any- 
tlng. The Negro militants are scream'ng about theovert racism of the 
White BGSU students and administration. They claim a nee<l .'or a Black 
Student Union, black residence halls, a "center for ethnic black stu- 
dies", all black classes with black lnstru:ters, and DEMAND that In 
the future the total student body of Bowling Green State University be 
comprised of no less than S % Afro-American students. 
What do the endless demands of th9 black movement really hope to 
accomplish? Do they really have an end goal In sight? Or are they 
really Just another militant and revolutionary group such as the White 
Panthers that advocate total destruction of the present system and est- 
ablishment   but   offer   no   suggestions as to what would -eplace it? 
The idea of black students rebelling and wanting equal rights of the 
campus as well as in the civil community is not altogether new. Not 
at all! At the turn of the century there were black m /ements on 
campuses. Oh, they weren't the kind of rebellions triggered off by the 
current heroes of Dennis McMlckens such as Malcolm X, Stokely Car- 
mlcheal, H. Rap Brown, Eldrldije Cleaver, and Huey Newton. No, 
they ware movements opposing segregation. At the turn of the century 
they were moving to Integrate. Yes, integratel They wanted to be 
a part of the formerly all white residence halls, a part of the formerly 
all white stuilni'. government. 
After a long but non-violent struggle the black student demands 
were met. They were admitted to all white universities. They wsre 
admitted to the student government programs.the college residence 
halls, etc, etc. Now are they satisfied? They were. At least they 
were until Dennis McMlckens' notorious heroescam.^Uong. Some fol- 
lowers of these people say that they "opened up the poor deprived black 
man's eyes." This is alot of "bull!" All these previously mentioned 
characters did was to give the black man an excuse. Yes, an excuse. 
An excuse to riot in the streets, loot and pillage the stores of their 
neignbors, and take pot-shots at passing "whites." 
Now, to show their presence on the campus, they have picked up 
a new bag. They want what they already had In the first place. How 
can th» white segment of society give the bla^k man w'.iat he demands 
If the Black m?n :an not decide what it is that he really wants? 
Phillip E Doll 
221    Conklin   Hall 
pKrom Associated Press* 
Todak&Horld 
■ Edited by Ken Berioi ■ 
WORLD 
Czechs have quiet May Day 
PRAGUE _ Czechoslovakia marked Its first May Day uiier Soviet 
occupation yesterday with tension In Prague, where the traditional 
parade of workers was canceled because of potential antl-Sovlet demon- 
strations. 
During three suspenseful hours In Prague, a crowd that grew to 
more than 1,000 defied police requests to disperse and gathered to 
leave flowers and candles at the St. Wenceslas statue. This monument 
to the 10th century king, of Bohemia has become a shrine to young 
Czechoslovaks killed In the Sovie! Invasion last August and a symbol of 
resistance to the Russian occupation. 
NATION 
Fortas denies leaving Court 
WASHINGTON - Justice Abe Fortas sought yesterday to squelch new 
reports that he Intends to leave the Supreme Court next month. 
The justice, In response to a newsman's questions, directed his 
office to say: "He has given It no consideration at all and has no such 
Intention." 
Rumors that Fortas was thinking of leaving have recurred periodically 
s:nie .ast fall when then President Johnson withdrew a nomination ofr 
Fortas to be chief Justice. Johnson's attempt to have Fortas, a close 
friend, succed Earl Warren In the post had been blocked In the Senate. 
Judge signs arrest warrant 
COLUMBIA, N.Y. - A New York State Supreme Court Justice signed 
a warrant yesterday for the arrest of s'.ulents occupying two buildings 
at Columbia University. 
Justice Charles Marks signed the arrest warrant sought by Columbia, 
which charged the students were violating a temporary restraining 
order Issued by the court after an earlier demonstration at the Ivy 
League school. 
The Columbia protesters, led by Students for a Democratic Society 
seized the two Mornlngslde Heights buildings Wednesday, repulsed a 
counterattack and jeered a sheriff who warned them lo leave. 
New Mexico ends medicaid 
SANTE FE, N.M. - New Mexico's mudlcald program ended yesterdiy 
because the $17 million appropriated for the fiscal year ran out In the 
first 10 months. 
Some of the 1,115 elderly receiving nursing home care under the 
program were taken hunt) by .-datives who could not afford to pay 
costs at the homes. 
The monthly cos1, of the program ran about 30 per cen'. above the 
budgeted amounts. 
Sabin works for 
last cancer cure 
CINLlNVTTI (AP)- Dr. Albert 
Sabin whose oral vaccine has pro- 
tected nearly 450 million people 
against polio, Is conducting his 
last personal research-agalnst 
cancer. 
Sabin, 62, who has been associ- 
ated with the University of Cincin- 
nati Medical Center for more than 
30 years, will take over as presi- 
dent of Welzmann Institute of Sci- 
ence In Rohoboth, Israel, starting 
Jan 1. 
But he will continue working with 
the cancer proje:! until near the 
end o< this year a.vl ttaM return 
to Cincinnati for about a mn l'.h 
aext year In connection with It. 
He also said he and Ids wife 
will maintain an apartment here 
and visit when they can. 
Sabin explained that the new post 
"gives me an opportunity to carry 
on research-about which lam .'iry 
optlmlstlc-to a new approach to 
liun-,n sarcoma, a type of cancer 
which If successful would also open 
the door to the Identification of 
leukemia viruses." 
He said he and his staff have 
been preparing for the research 
for nine months and "we are ready 
to go >ow." 
The project Is based on a "very 
reasonable hypothesis" In sar- 
coma and leukemia In chickens 
and mice. 
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STATE 
Punishment bill lacks voters 
COLUMBUS - Ohio Senate sources Indicate there Is trouble ahead 
for a proposal to let the voters decide the Issue of capital punishment. 
A resolution proposing a constitutional amendment to abolish the death 
penalty needs five votes on the nine-member rules committee to get out 
for full Senate consideration. A Republican committee member said 
the measure didn't have enough support to be brought to a committee 
vote. 
A Democrat on the committee said he knew of only one vote for the 
Issue. 
Senate gets cigarette tax bill 
COLUMBUS - The Ohio Senate received a bill yesterdiy to Increase 
the state tax on a pa:k of cigarettes from 7 to 10 cents. The money 
would be earmarked for education. 
In other action, the Senate sen' to the House by a 25-0 vote a bill 
which broadens the facilities for air pollution control that can receive 
a tax exemption. 
The bill would allow smokestacks which reduce the concentration 
of air pollution at ground level to be eligible for the tax exemption. 
Strike hits third prison 
COLUMBUS - Sixty-seven guirds eported In sick yesterday at 
the Chllllcothe Correctional Institution, the third Ohio prison to be hit 
by a guards walkout since Tuesday morning. 
The Chllllcothe strike followai walkouts at the Ohio Penitentiary 
here and the Mansfield Reformatory. Trie National Guard was called 
to ;ielp maintain security at both Institutions, but was released after 
the guards ended their strikes Wednesday. 
The guards are demanding a $l,500-a-year salary hike. 
Rhodes authors book 
LEKINGTON, Ky. - Gov. James A. Rhodes, here to attend sessions 
of the Republican Governor's Conference, disclosed yesterday he had 
written a book expanding on his favorite subject - vocational training. 
The book, "Alternative to a Decadent Society," will be published 
May 9, the governor said. 
In the preface of his book he dec'.a.-e:j, "our educational system Is 
a hundred years out of date," and charges that American education 
"has bowed to the snobbery of the limited group." 
NEW HOME-Members of Alpha Epsilon Pi have a 
new house, located on Thurstin Street. It was the 
Delta Tau Delta house at one time and was form- 
erly called the Thurstin House. (Photo by Tim 
Culek) 
:■' '-r :':'x":"-:':'-:^ 
Peace talks produce dim hopes 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nixon ad- 
ministration officials appear to be 
less confident than they were just 
a few weeks ago of an early break- 
through In Vietnam peace 'a'.ks at 
Paris. 
The administration Intends nev- 
ertheless to explore fully the lat- 
est hint by the Viet Cong of read- 
iness for serious negotiations even 
though officials see little signifi- 
cance In the gesture. 
President Nixon's efforts to sJ.a-l 
serious secret negotiations ha/e 
been rebuffed by North Vietnam and 
th? Viet Cong's National Liberation 
Front spokesman. 
In consequence, administration 
officials seem to be shifting their 
public emphasis away from opti- 
mism about progress In the peace 
talks to the Increasing ab'.llty of 
South Vietnam to take over th-» war 
and thus enable Nixon at some point 
to begin U.S.   troop withdrawals. 
The latest Viet Cong maneuver 
came Wednesday at the 15th session 
of the expanded peace talks which 
includes the National Liberation 
Front ,-LI I South Vietnamese dele- 
gations. 
The chief NLF spokesman, Tran 
Buu Klem, declared that his dele- 
gation "on the basis of Its position... 
is ready to engage In discussions 
with the other parties so as to make 
the conference move forward." 
A State Department official com- 
mented yesterday that no one he 
had talked to found this declara- 
tion to represent any breakthrough 
or any fundamental departure from 
previous NLF positions. 
Officials said privately, never- 
theless, that the Communist side 
In Paris would be sounded out to 
see whether  Klem was trying to 
convey some new signal. 
Undersecretary of State Billot 
L. Richardson said Wednesday night 
that even if the Paris talks do no^ 
mate significant progress, the ad- 
ministration whould be able to make 
decisions "In the months ahead" 
on withdrawal of some U.S. troops 
from Vietnam. He said the steady 
improvement in South Vietnam's 
ability to carry more of the bur- 
den of combat would permit with- 
drawal. 
Officials rap demonstrators 
during Law Day speeches 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Top Justice Department officials went on the 
a'ta -k against campus demonstrators ye-.'erelay In separate Law Day 
speeches espousing a new get-tough policy. 
Deputy Atty. Gen. Richard G. Klelndienst spoke of the "Ideological 
criminal on our campuses." 
Speaking at the Pentagon, Klelndienst said, "We must Insist that the 
administrators of our colleges and universities first understa.il that 
they are but trustees of a free society and, secondly, that they respond 
to their judiciary duty by guaranteeing that the criminal acts of a few 
do not Interfere with the legitimate aspirations of the many In their 
pursuit of a meaningful education." 
CADETS 
MILITARY 
BALL 
SATURDAY 3, MAY 
FROM 9 PM TO 1 AM 
Featuring Buddy Morrow 
& His Orchestra 
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J968 May Queen promoting BG 
By   FRED   ZACKEL 
Staff   Writer 
Laat year was a big year for 
Wllma Pokorny. 
She was named the Outstanding 
Greek   WOTI-II   of   the  Year,   the 
Best Dressed Co*l on Campus, 
Who's Who among StudM's In 
American Colleges and Universi- 
ties, Co-Chalrman of Student Char- 
ities Board, President of Panhel, 
and Cap and Gown. 
The BUTTON HOLE TRIM 
& KNIT Shop 
YARNS    BOOKS 
KNITTING NEEDLES 
KNITTING AIDS 
166. South Main Strttt Phone 352-5600 
MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA MOW 
TA MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA M 
OVATA MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA 
MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA MOW 
TA MOVATA MOVATA MOVATA M 
OVATA MOVATA | MOVATA MOVES 
MOVATA  MOVATA   MOVAlTA   MOV/ 
TA   MOVATA   MOVATA    MOVATA   ^\ 
She was also crowned May Queen 
an award which she said was her 
happiest achievement at Bow'.lng 
Green. 
"It was HM only thing I have 
ever won which was given to mo 
directly by the students. They 
voted for me and It seemed like 
a vote of confidence In my abil- 
ities." 
She also won the President's 
Award on Honors Day, presented 
annually to the senior man and 
senior woman with the most oii- 
s'.andlng four-year achievement re- 
cord. That award was granted 
to her by an anonymous commit- 
tee. 
Now, It Is one year later, and 
Miss Pokorny Is still with this 
university, as a graduate student 
working for a Masters of Arts 
in Broadcasting. 
Miss Pokorny Is In charge of 
Public Relations and Promotion at 
Channel 70, th» university's tele- 
vision station Her duties ther, 
while attending graduate school 
classes, Involve the promotion of 
various National Educational Tele- 
vision productions, guided tours for 
visitors from other com Trinities, 
the publicity for distinguished 
guests, and promotion for Univer- 
sity sponsored specials. 
For a short while this year, 
Miss Pokorny even had a weekly 
weathershow as a part of "Chan- 
nel 70  Reports",  a portion enti- 
tled "Willie anl the Weather." 
She explained that all of her 
efforts this year are directed to- 
ward her Masters thesis, which she 
stated would be "a study of the 
effectiveness of the varied pro- 
motional expressions used by 
Channel 70", reflecting the relative 
success of lntrameala devices. 
She hopes to receive her Masters 
this August, at which point she 
has no definite plans, yet she ex- 
pects to be continuity involved 
In promotion In U12 communication 
media. 
Although she has a secondary 
education degree In both English and 
Speech, she does not wish to teach, 
but rather refers to it as "as 
Insurance policy Job, somrthlng to 
fall back upon." 
She explained that" I like changes 
and I don't like routine work. And 
there is alwiys something happen- 
ing In the television studios." 
For Wllm-j Pokorny, change and 
innovation, not the dried routines 
of life, will probably continue for 
her. Whatever her career, she 
will surely continue to be "an out- 
standing woman'' 
Sizes  28  to 46 
Cups 
Jr.  A 
A 
B 
c. 
C( 
O 
DD 
t 
EF 
r 
FF 
G 
GG 
• driest  nylon  lace  with   locc- 
coveicd  stiaps  (white 01  black) 
• also embroidered daoon/totlon 
in white 
*  GIRDLES hoin 6.95 
See us for a filling  .  . . 
NO OBLIGATION. 
PATTI'SPENNYRICH 
PHONE 352-5816 
FiHing All Day May 3rd 
Call (or an Appointment 
reiuuj/ticJt; 
BRA 
entl itri Hrl iin!i inn 
Wilma Pokorny 
(Photo by Larry Nightwander) 
CLOCK 
PANCAKE HOUSE 
* CHAR-BROILED STEAKS I CHOPS 
* FULL COURSE FAMILY DINNERS 
* BREAKFAST IN ANY COMBINATION 
A VARIETY OF PANCAKES & WAFFLES 
OPEN SUNDAY: 
BRING YOUR PARENTS 
412 EAST W00STER PHONE 352-6332 
^r*wi 
Don't Just 
Sit There . . . 
A* 
« 
COLLEGE 
SAMPLERS •> 
•\x. It's dynamite 
By "Campus Pac" 
AT THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
FOR ONE DAY ONLY!!!!! 
FRIDAY MAY 2nd roe 
BOTH MEN and WOMEN'S 57.00 Value 
Only    $2.25 
Foreign teacher eyes 
University's methods 
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By SUSIE McCULLOUGH 
Staff Reporter 
Bow!In? G-e-jn has a better ld;a.. 
ajout teaching Lailn, that Is. Gi'les 
Dii-a.it crossed ta ocean to stoly 
Urn University's awttodsot te&eii- 
Inu that language. 
In'rlgusd with th» procedure o'. 
teaching La;in as a m.-iern, con- 
versational language, Durant, 
Instructor of high school Latin In 
Nantes, France, obtained leave of 
absence to embark on a tour of 
the language departments of three 
American universities. 
Introducing Durant to the new 
concept of spoken Latin was Pro- 
fessor Bo'eslav Povsic, Un'verslty 
associate professor o* Romance 
languages, whom he m«>t a 5 a BOO- 
ferea:e o* Classicists In Av'.'gnon. 
Although UH French eiioatioa 
ad nlnistration is extremfly rigid 
and usually does not allow changes 
In the high schools, the director 
of Lycee Gulst'hau, Durant's 
school, may be Interested In In- 
troducing such a language program. 
If the results of the method of teach- 
ing are positive, this type of lan- 
guage Instruction may be Introduced 
on a national scale. 
Because the schools are not pro- 
vided with government funds nor 
are they allowed to develop their 
one source, Durant equipped Lycee 
Gulst'hau with a language labor- 
atory at his own expense. 
Speaking about the recent riots 
in France, Djrant remarked that 
high school and university students 
have been meeting with administra- 
tors and certain reforms have been 
Introduced In the past few months. 
The major reform 's concern for 
the Classical high schools which 
teach only French, Latin, Greek, 
and history. Students feel the need 
for modern languages and sciences 
instead. 
"This Is a pity," Durant said, 
"because Classical education Is ex- 
cellent for forming the mind and 
teaching the students how to think. 
It cannot stop anyone from studying 
science." 
Durant remarked that he could not 
compare the systems of French and 
American education since he Is 
familiar with only the French. 
Campus life, he said, is ex- 
tremely different, however. Stu- 
dents do not live on-campus, but 
In university cities. They have 
the same problems with dormito- 
ries:   French  students feel over- 
supervised and oppressed. "But 
it provides a place to live,'' Durant 
remirked. 
The American campus seems to 
Durant like a good preparation for 
later-life with so many activities 
rui   by   th-; students themselves. 
"Tne students seem too artifi- 
cial in France," Durant commen- 
ted. "They are happy because they 
haven't seen anything else,"he said. 
Durant remarked that there is 
definite need for outside activi- 
ties for French students. "Uni- 
versity teams do not exist because 
students have neither the facilities 
nor the enthusiasm," he said. 
"Such a paper as the 'BG News' 
would also be unheard of,"Darant 
commented. "Students would get 
tired of working so systematically 
for no pay." 
Having already visited the uni- 
versity at Bowling Green, Kentuchy, 
Durant will visit the University of 
Michigan In Ann Arbor before re- 
turning to France. 
At the end of the Interview, con- 
ducted entirely In French with the 
aid of Mrs. Sophia Gross, Director 
of the language laboratory, Durant 
commented on former French Pres- 
ident De Gaulle's recent retire- 
ment from power. "I suppose the 
French people are waiting to real- 
ize if his departure Is good or bad," 
Durant said. Asked If his opin- 
ion of the situation, Durant smiled 
and replied, "That's a delicate 
question." 
SPOKEN LATIN?-Gillcs Durant 
in    France,    studies   the   Univer 
TKE awards 
blood trophy 
Alpha Epsllon PI and Alpha Gam- 
ma Delta have been awarded a 
trophy for highest contributions to 
the recent blood donor drive on 
campus. 
The trophy was awarded by Tau 
Kappa Epsllon. 
, teacher of Latin     teaching conversational Latin, 
sity's   method of 
(Photo by Paul Collins) 
Thru Tue. May 6 Cla-zel 
Eve. at 7:30. 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. - at 2, 3:45, 5:30 
 ACADEMY AWARD — 
WINNER-BEST ACTOR! 
CLIFF 
ROBERTSON 
wmShfe storytn*t 
with an incredible 
experiment!      £*. 
in.              MM   i^msffl 
GENERAL AUDIENCE 
The Brothers of SAE 
Congratulate 
Their New Officers 
President • Doug Barhorst 
Executive V.P. - Duane Ankney 
Administrative V.P. - Bill Auxter 
Treasurer - Tom Meyer 
Asst. Treasurer - Jeff Thompson 
Recording Secretary ■ Randy Barnes 
Corresponding Sec. - Jack Horney 
Chronicler - Larry Golba 
Herald - Kelly Smith 
Chaplain - Dennis Cavanaugh 
Warden - Bob Pietrick 
Ed Lipp 
IFC - Bob Weaver 
Bob Farone 
Rush - Doug Tudman 
Social - Mike Rhodes 
FINE JOB TO THE OLD OFFICERS 
PHI ALPHA! 
t .)..-«. .1 ■.  0» «"C< 
We fix the same car 
every day. 
If you want lo do something right you can't have 
a lot on your mind. 
We only have Volkswagen on our mind. 
Our mechanics have gone to Volkswagen 
schools, our shelves are filled with Volkswagen 
parts, and our tools are especially made to fix 
Volkswagens. 
So when something goes wrong with your Volks- 
wagen, why take it to other people who fix other 
cars? 
Bring it to us. 
If we've fixed it once, we've fixed if a thousand 
times. 
You Bet Your Sweet BIBPY 
It's Another U-SHOP First 
BERM & KNIT DAY 
Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m. 
Lou La Riche, Inc.   /ov 
920 Naia at Rt. 224 East   V&) 
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center) 
Phone: 422-6424      Findlay, Ohio 
UTHORlZtO 
THAT'S RIGHT-A 
FREE KNIT TOP & 
TEE SHIRT EVERY 
HOUR   TO SOME 
LUCKY GUY & GIRL 
TOMORROW 
STOP IN & TRY 
YOUR LUCK. 
SIkt KnfwrsHg §fcop j£l$ 
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IA offers stipend 
A specially designed five-to-ten 
WMk surmniir program is being 
offe-el >y tho University in !O0)?- 
eratkn with ttv; Onto Department 
o' Kdj:a:lo.i forstui;ntslntere.5teJ 
In te.icii'ni ln>l is!.ria! eJi^atioi tn 
Jun'o-   and   MIL'O?  Ii'gti *:iioi>'s. 
Ti'J p-ogran, Hfh'cJl ~aii'.ead to 
a temporary certificate lnlndis'- 
rlal Arts, offers a $75 per WMk 
s'lpeid plus tuition to those who 
quillfy. Am >ng the requirements 
are twj ?onjile'.e years of college 
(In any major) ani lavlnj no! taught 
for the past year. 
Those Interested may contact 
Dr. George Morton at the Univer- 
sity's I^epartrn^nt of Industrial Kd- 
ucatlo.i. 
Honors director named 
Dr. Trevor J. Phillips, assistant 
profesijr of education, has been 
appointed acting director of Howl- 
ing Green State University's hon- 
ors Program, President William 
T. Jerome in has announced. Dr. 
Phillips will continue his teaching 
duties on i part-tlms basis. 
He succeeds Dr. Charles". Kich 
who has directed the program for 
the past four years. Dr. Rich will 
return to full-time teaching In the 
department of geology. 
Now In Its fifth year, the Hon- 
ors Program  Is designed to give 
qualified studenJs a.i opportunity to 
progress at a pace OK -e rapid than 
normal. Currently thire are near- 
ly 200 students, representing the 
various academic disciplines, in 
the Honors Program. Kach year, 
about 125 freshmen are selected 
to participate and, if successfu', 
rem.Un In the program until they 
graduate. 
Dr. Phillips, who joined thu 
Bowling Green faculty In 19C4, 
received his bachelor's degree In 
1953 from Sir George Williams 
College,   Montreal,   Canada.     He 
earned both his master's and doc- 
toral degrees from Ihe University 
of Connecticut In 1959 and 1967, 
respectively. 
Keenly Interested In students, 
the 42-year-old Dr. Phillips Is 
strongly comm'tted to making edu- 
cation a m-jre meaningful and rele- 
vant experience. In 1967, he was 
Instrumental In forming a publi- 
cation entitled, "New Directions 
In Teaching," which is aim.d at 
the Improvement of undergraduite 
teaching at universities throughout 
the country. 
Active In University affairs, Dr. 
Phillips has served on the Publi- 
cations Committee, the Library 
Purchasing Committee and has 
served as advisor to the Student 
Charities Board. 
We Rode Our BUNS 
Off But Got CHAINED 
Down To Third. 
You're Still #1 in Our Books 
THETA CHI PLEDGES 
T.G.I.F. DANCE 
FRIDAY, MAY 2 
3-6   P.M.    Grand Ballroom 
SPONSORED BY UAO 
Dr. Trevor Phillips 
WHERE KCME eaNQ BECOMES AN CvgfVTl« 
RAi snwo S00KO 
TaBCS KWIST AND 
MOST COMFMTWf rHunus 
I WAU 10 WMl 5CHB6       V   * HW CONCffT OF tUXWr (NTRMMMMTJ 
■JMOSKMW. M«Mt to Wolfrtt »i»l»| AIM • 47MUI  TOIIDO O, 
■■   AH I   M  H 
..... 
Kfllh 1i II I. i       ' 
"l Ml' l.i' r | U" 
|i in)  Aw ird Noinu 
Ho ••' ..  I . •  in    Awul »■!•■ I ■ i All  , . it  ii   ■ 
'g 11517 ,!I!IA i I I    I      ll » At'AlU MY  AWAI HAKHHA HI HI II  ' 
MAN r.HAHII '••    » 
"I'HNNY ■ 1IHI~" 
D.U. SPORTS CAR RALLY 
SATURDAY MAY 3 
REGISTRATION 
?2.00 P.M. 
Forking Lot "I" North of Stodium 
1ST PRIZE $25 
Vote May  6,1969 
fo r 
\ 
FRANK Pin/WAN    GR; 
PrtsU««.-Striti. Body      W ' 
THATCH 
^HVfotiMtt 
BEV EVANS 
Vr Cf'v.rai Affairs 
RG   m COATE 
v» *   ■'-.»•••• Affairs 
Responsive Push 
To Student   ********•*••    For 
Desires - Progress 
••• 
Campus calendar 
COMMUTED ORGANIZATION 
Commuters will have a chance 
to talk with and ask questions of 
candidates for office of the Com- 
mii'er Organization at 4 p.m. on 
Monday at th» Com nuter Center. 
FREE UNIVERSITY 
Will   hold a course In "Revol- 
ution"   at   8:30  p.m.   Monday   In 
303 Moseley Hall. 
POETRY DISCUSSION 
Will be held In co-operation with 
the   Free   University   at 6 p.m. 
every Monday In 303 Moseley HnU. 
SEA 
Will present Jack Widner, SEA 
consultant and president of the 
Ohio State chapter of SEA, to talk 
about progress made in college 
curriculum and professor evalua- 
tion at 7 p.m. Monday in the Pink 
Dogwood Room. All are welcome 
to attend. Next year's officers 
will also be chosen. 
CRYPT 
Will sponsor a "Prospects for 
Peace" program "):30 tonight at 
the Crypt. The program will deal 
with the Middle East with students 
from l.ebannon, Egypt, and Saudla 
Arabia participating. Mr. G. Dal- 
dU'Xl, Instructor In Romance lan- 
guages,   will   be  the   moderator. 
UCF 
Will sponsor Its "Sunday at Six" 
program at 5:30 p.m. Sunday In 
the UCF Center. 
VISTA 
Will show "While I Run This 
Race" at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Mon- 
day-Wednesday In the Dogwood 
Suite. VISTA representatives will 
be on campus to acquaint inter- 
ested persons with the work of 
the organization and for recruit- 
ment. 
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Dormitories honor students 
during Scholarship Week 
This week, April 28 to May 2, has been designated by AWS 
as Scholarship Week. Teas and other events were scheduled so 
that dormitories could honor outstanding students of fall and win- 
ter quarters. 
Dormitory scholastic averages were also announced aii'i the 
dorm with the highest accumulative average received a rotating 
trophy. McDonald North won the trophy with a 2.78 accumulative 
average. McDonald East was second with a 2.73 average and 
Treadway was third with 2.C9. 
The student designated as ou's'anding woman of the winter 
quarter w.is Connie Fee Reno of McDonald Eas'. Miss Heho |s a junior in the c ollege of Education and a member of Angel 
Flight. 
Congratulations 
to 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
on placing 2nd 
in the 
Beta "500" 
STUDENT $1.00 DINNER SPECIAL 
Petti's Alpine Village 
Alpenhorn Room 
SPAGHETTI DINNER 
with meat sauce, solad,      brend and butter. 
Fri. and Sat.    5-7   Sir-.   4 - 7 (for special only) 
FULL SELECTION OF \MERICAN 
AND ITALIAN FOODS 
PRICED TO FIT YOUR BULGET 
OPKN Tnes. - Sat.    5 - 12:30    S,.„. -1-7   
TOM MAHER 
RUSS HABER 
vice-president 
rules and regulations 
PRESIDENT 
SHELDON KING 
vice—president 
cultural affairs 
COUNCIL 
WAYNE BR0DIE 
vice—president 
academic affairs 
DON SCHERZER 
JOAN WEATHERHEAD 
HERB SNYDER 
JAN K0PPENH0FER 
DAVE SHIE 
BARB BAKER 
DAN WARFIELD 
GERRY ELIK0FER 
BETH BARNHARDT 
RICH SCHAGER 
SHARON CARNES 
JIM JONES 
SUE TURNER 
JIM HARRIS 
CHERYL ALDRICH 
GENE BELL 
ATTENTION ! 
If you have not met and have a desire to meet or speak 
to a candidate or candidates of the University Party to dis 
cuss the University Party Platform or the issues confront 
ing this campus you may arrange for such a personal meet 
ing You may do this by calling between 12;0CPM and 
12:00 AM on any day  until the election   The number to call 
is: 
353-6462 
UNIVERSITY 
PARTY 
GT 
IS 
HERE 
See It 
At 
BOB 
SPENCE 
BUICK 
CO. 
1051  N. Dixie Hwy. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Ph. 353-3611 
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You could call it 'simply living' 
Some professors cancelled their 
classes (or It, some professors 
brought their classes outside (or 
It. Students Interested In livening 
up the campus worked weeks or- 
ganizing It - a id almost everyone 
walking though the Inner-campus 
yesterday experienced the unique- 
ness the Festival of Life brought 
to Bowling Green. 
It was a "gentle Thursday" as 
wore than 1,000 students and pro- 
fessors join*! to celebrate the 
first Festival of Life at Bowling 
Green by singing, learning, and 
simply 'living'. 
The purpose of the Festival of 
Life was two-fold, according to 
Gary I.Inzer, chief organizer of 
the event. "Wi dug the Beta 500," 
explained Llnzer, "but we wanted 
the campus to see how #e have 
fun. By organizing a loos«ly con- 
structed event like this, every- 
one can do his own thing, freely." 
Students wandered aimlessly 
around the Festival, as the taped 
VDlCM Jf Dr. Martin Luther King 
and leaders of the White Panther 
Party rambled from a loudspeaker. 
Girls and guys were running around 
with painted faces proclaiming May 
1, 1969 to be "a day of nirvana 
for Bowling Green." 
"This Is a real be-In," said one 
of the girls, "we should have this 
every day." 
The activities of the day ended 
with a folk festival, with Dave 
Browning of Toledo performing be- 
fore an estimated crowd of 600. 
Students to swim in 'Swansations' 
Thirty-three University 
students--27 coeds and six 
members of the swimming 
team--will participate in this 
weekend's water show, 
"Swansations." 
The 30th annual show pre- 
sented by the Bow'lnj Green 
Swan Club will be given at 
8:30 p.m. tonight and tom- 
orrow night . Directed by 
Iris E. Andres, associate pro- 
fessor of physical education, 
this year's show Is a special 
tribute to University alumni 
who are co.nl ig from as far 
as California to attend the 
performance. Outstanding 
QUmbtra from past perfor- 
mances will be highlights of 
the show. 
Marsha Dunker, End Id, and 
clndy Corbett, North Canton, 
will be featured In a swim- 
R0TC prepares 
for annual dance 
"Beyond the Horizons" will 
be the theme for the 21st an- 
nual Air Force and Army He- 
serve Officer's Training Corps 
Military Hall to be held tomor- 
row night from 9 p.m. through 
1 a.m. in the Grand Ballroom 
of the Union. 
The Ball, which is held for 
the more than 550 cadets and 
their dates, Is under the direc- 
tion of the Air Force ROTC 
this year. Craig Koontz, sen- 
ior from Mentor, Is in charge 
of the arrangements. He has 
a staff of 14 persons, selected 
from both the Army and Air 
Force ROTC detachments. 
Enterta'nment will be pro- 
vided by Buddy Morrow and his 
Night Train Orchestra. A 
Queen will be crowned halfway 
through the evening by last 
year's Queen, SiouxTobln. The 
crowning ceremonies will bo 
emi'eed by William J. Beausay 
of the  sociology department. 
Among the honored guests 
will be MaJ. Gen. J.R. Oeluca, 
USAF Logistics Command. 
Wright - Patterson AFB. Gen. 
Deluca is the father of Joel 
DeLuca, a junior In AFROTC. 
m' i.; duet where they will be 
chained together throughout 
a routine where they relive 
the escape of two convicts. 
Difficult underwater skins 
will be demonstrated In a num- 
ber entitled "The Shadow" 
portrayed by Jan Mitlus, 
Lakewood. 
Tickets for tonight's per- 
formance are 75 cents for 
stuients and $1 for non-stu- 
dents. All tickets are $1 for 
Saturday night. 
Story by Susan Purcell 
Photography by 
Paul Col 
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Food workers feel given 'brush off 
By JIM MARINO 
Assistant Managing Editor 
A two-page list of requests for 
the Improvement of Food Services 
was presented toInghramMlUlron, 
director of Auxiliary Services, 
yesterday, by seven student rep- 
resentatives of the Association for 
Cafeteria Workers. 
The representatives left Mill- 
Iron's office dissatisfied with the 
answers they received, they told 
the News. 
Presented were requests for the 
organization of an appeals or griev- 
ance board designed to hear cafe- 
teria workers' complaints, or sug- 
gestions, and a clarification of how 
wage rates for cafeteria workers 
were designed and could be In- 
creased. 
A News staffer also atteiied the 
session. 
Mill Iron's answer to the appeals 
board suggestion was: 
"I can't do anything for Food 
Service people that I could not 
do for all the other student ser- 
vices under my direction. This In- 
cludes office personnel, telephone 
workers, and others." 
The cafeteria workers countered 
that they were a special Interest 
group, concerned with their own 
problems, and expressed displea- 
sure that their proposals could 
not be acted upon separately. 
"Your proposals are not speci- 
fic enough." Mllllron Insisted. I 
believe a grievance procedure Is a 
good Idea, but It should Include all 
student employee     departments," 
he said. 
Mllllron ubed he be presented 
with a more uniersia-idable list 
of proposals. 
The director said he did not want 
to be put in 'he position of having 
to "haul out eight or ten different 
proposal plans" for each service 
he Is In charge of whenever a 
complaint of some type arose. 
He recommended that cafeteria 
workers continue to go through the 
present system of voicing com- 
plaints, first approaching their su- 
pervisor and then his immediate 
superior, and so on. 
The student representatives wan- 
ted their complaints lo go directly 
to an appeals board. 
Mllllron said a grievance board 
that would only work for Food Ser- 
3 (Ires with wheels 14x7.75 Call 
Sieve 354-0694. 
1959 Olds. 2I)r. hi. Good C'ond. 
S50 CALL 354-8352 
1963 Supor sport (on.. Power 
steering It Brakes. Bucket seats, 
alr-cond., 327 V-8. 352-6745. 
12x60 2 bed Co. Mobile Home. 
Furn. 352-6588 
classifieds btgs-Tlie Lion < ubs. 
Men-Rooms: Sepi. 4 June. Ph. 
353-8241 or 354-6891. 
Apt for 4, summer sessions, $10 
per week. CALL 353-4965. 
Will sublet one-bedroom furn. Apt 
located at Greenvlew. for summer 
months. 354-9194. 
TR-4A 1965 exc. cond. 30,000 ml. 
Wire sheels must see. Call 352- 
1561 
Apt  for   summer  Qtr.   for   mar- 
ried couple. 352-5*125. 
Folk Guitar Good learning Guitar 
very reasonable. Also Folk Guitar 
lessons or folk performance. & 
entertainment Ph. 352-7262. 
5-string Banjo- Gibson. Must Sell. 
Call 352-4344. 
1968 Barracuda-faJtback, automa- 
tic tramsl ml salon, blue, very good 
condition. Call Sally in 330 Ashley 
Ph. 3210. 
FOa R£NT 
Apt. available 2 blocks from cam- 
pus, 4 man, call 354-5785. 
1 bedroom furn. Apt available for 
summer Qtr. Ph. 354-9964. 
Needed: Two girls to share Apt 
for summer. Alr-cond. and close 
to campus. Contact Marsha-354- 
9844. 
1 bdrm. furn. apt for summer. 
Utilities pd. Call 354-9152 after 5 
PR's- Prepareyourselves-theS5's 
are high for the War Hop! 
"Creep:" "You've made me so 
very happy! I'm so glad you camn 
Into my life!" "A-peelln". 
Pikes are you ready for the Tea 
we are-The Alpha Delta. 
Pooky: No paper Monday. Have 
a   Happy   on   Your   20th.   Punkln 
HI Corky Chipmunk: Welcome back 
to BG I nope you will have a 
"Ball". Luv, Your Nut 
Congratulations to Marsha & Terry 
on  your   plnnlng-Slg   Ep   Pledges 
Congratulations Cygnets! You're 
finally SWANS! 
2 female roommates needed from 
mid-Jin-' til Sept. Very reasonavle 
close   to   campus. Call 353-8204. 
Rent House, Summer: Faculty or 
4 students. Steve 354-8870 
Rooms for male student, call 353- 
3273. 
2 bedroom Apt to sublease for 
summer. Furnished L extaa. 1 
block from campus 352- 
Wanted: 1 female roommate to 
share luxurious Apt with 3 others 
Sept. to June. Call 352-5361 
Double rooms available 1/2 block 
from campus, male. Call 354- 
5785. 
LOST AND FOUND 
Brown dark-framed Glasses lost 
at Howard's or C.I. Apr. 26, Re- 
ward.    Contact   Box   281,   Conklln 
LOST: U.S. Diver Rocket Fins In 
ROTC Parking Lot $5.00 Reward 
Ph. 293-McClure. collect. 
Jannle P.-Happy 21st! Hare a Great 
Congratulations to Rags andO.B. - 
on their recent Beta lavallerlng- 
3 Musketeers: 137 SEZ "Kick1 out 
the Jams!" 
Get HIGH for the D.U, Sports 
CarRALLy.  Set,  May 3, 12 p.m. 
Jac L Do's Plua 12" any one Item 
$1.40. Good Mon. May. 5 352- 
5149. Free delivery. 
Pitt m in, Thutch, Coate, and Evan's 
for student Body officers. 
Congrats Debbie on your engage- 
ment! AX luv-Your Sisters. 
O.B.jFINALLY! Congrats to you 
and Chris on your Ueta I aval let - 
ing! 305 Love, Jill, Bev, Deb, 
& Anna. 
Folkalngers where are you. Bring 
your Guitar & Yocle to Petti's 
Alphenliorn Ko.ni.  Kr. Sat. 9p.m. 
Tie Girls who took the COUCH 
from Sand Nidge Road. Contact 
Imm. 352-0259. Belongs to a Bus. 
Thank you very much. 
WANTED-One coed to live In be- 
ginning Fall Qtr. Free room- 
Board In exchange for babysit- 
ting & light house work, CALL 
For further lnfor. 352-5265or 352- 
5184. 
Vote for Frank Plttman, Greg 
Thatch, Roger Coate and Bev Evans 
Tuesday. 
Congratulations Nancy on your en- 
gagement. Our best Wishes. Your 
roomies & Linda. 
You certainly out did your sec ret- 
but congratulations on that ring 
Debbie Alpha Chi Love, S.S. 
Congratulations on your recent en- 
gagemnnt Debbie, Love In Alpha 
Chi. 
The Sisters of Phi Mu Congrat- 
ulate Mary Beth and Andy on their 
Pinning. 
FREE PUPP1E 10 WEEKS OLD. 
PH. 353-0431 AFTER 5. 
Swan Club-Not only the Greatest 
group-but the greatest snow! De- 
finite sign of approval to a fav- 
uloua group-El Presldente. 
ADP1   littles   are   proud   of  our 
Swan Clubbers-Get psyched- one 
down-two to go! 
All night siesta-MA room. See 
Larry & Snolpond Shlmny! Door 
prizes! 
ELECT 
RESPONSIBLE 
LEADERSHIP 
JOHN 
KLIPFELL 
REP. AT LARGE 
Pike 
"tir 
PRIDE 
FOR 
THEIR 
AC1IV9S 
stupendous showing 
during Greek Week-end 
PLAYBOY 
MAY 24th   SAT 
9 
VOTE 
FOR 
ANDY 
GETSINGER 
Vice Pres. 
Rules 
& 
Regulations 
vice people would not work at all. 
On the wage Issue, the student 
representatives contended: 
"Our wages are not consistent 
with the fee Increases levied by 
the University," according to Ted 
Bending, a senior.'' Room an 1 board 
rates have Increased 37 per cent 
here since 1964. It appears that 
our wages have been standardized 
though."' 
"We're not working In cafeterias 
for fun. Most of are trying to work 
our way through college, •' said Dave 
Sokolowskl, a sophomore. 
Mllllron replied raising student 
employee salaries was not in his 
Jurisdiction, but offered that the 
student financial aid department 
Is In the process of revamping stu- 
dent employee pay scales. 
"The minim <r> wtttf. should be 
standardized for every student em- 
ployee working under similar cir- 
cumstances," Bending said. 
"There you have a point," Mill- 
Iron replied. "Put that In your 
proposal." 
The students complalnei their 
buying power In Bowling Greea 
las diminished because of Infla- 
tion and low wages. Mllllron added 
that three years ago he could pur- 
chase more than he could at his 
It's not ours 
The BG News would like to dis- 
claim any association with the flier 
passed about late last night snowing 
a photo-reproduction of Its May 1 
Issue's front page. 
The flier labels the three caidl- 
dates for President as "left, m. i- 
erate, and right," respectively 
categorizing Tom Maher, Bob Ml- 
chalskl and Frank Plttman. 
Bob  Mlchalskl said last night 
that his campaign committee was 
responsible for the   flier's pro- 
duction. 
present wage level, despite in- 
creases. 
The cafeteria workers, upset at 
not getting "concrete answers" to 
their proposals, will approach Mill- 
Iron's superior, F. Eugene Beatty, 
director of buildings and facilities 
today, they said. 
"Mr. Mllllron was very con- 
genial, but not too helpful," said 
Jason Rothsteln, student represen- 
tative. "We need some answers." 
1*\AH>~'~ .* 
BE H inn? 
-UNDERSTANDING COMES 
FASTER WITH 
CLIFF'S NOTES" 
OVER 175 TITLES $1 EACH 
AT YOUR BOOKSELLER 
Li: 
UNCOIN   NfBHASKA 58601 
DZ's Say.. 
Back Tennis 
Fri.-Sot.-Soa. 
2 First-Run Hits 
Open 7:45 - Cartoons 8:40 
Drive-in 
Portage 
Fri. &Sat. at 9:00 H 11:00 
Sun. at 9:00 only Shown ot ' ,:0° 
F?v:H.tn 1
 ...when the and aONwM War* beam! ara *• ol World  N aa ant
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents 
A OlNO Of I AUPCNTttS PRODUCTION   SWrrt 
PANAVISION 
TECHNICOLOR* 0J 
PIKE PLEDGES 
SAY: 
BIGS ARE OUR BAG 
Mutt - Ray 
Roo • Bruce 
Plew - John 
Ralph - Bill 
Gomer - Jim 
Mingo - Joe 
7 G   - Terry 
Gary - Ron 
Sperm - Chuck 
Starchy - Al 
Speilbush - Emi 
Killer • Dave 
Rickadoo - Tom 
Jimmy Joe - Don 
Rock    Roger 
Tony - Guy 
Baldy - John 
Bruce - Don 
KAPPA SIGS SAY 
Vote 
For The 
"WE TRY HARDER" TEAM 
Bob Michalski -- President 
Chuck Collins ■- YP of Cultural Affairs 
Sfovo Harris -- VP of Rules 
Korea Bradshaw - YP of Academic Affairs 
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Can 2nd team score on 1st string? 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
The time for scrimnaging 
has drawn to a close and Fal- 
con grldders will pair off for 
the annual Brown and White 
lntersquad gam- at Perry Field 
at 2 p.m. tomorrow. Tils 
will conclude the 20-day spring 
session and give a sneak look 
at our hopes for football next 
season. 
Second year mentor Don 
Nehlen will pit Ms first unit 
on both offense and defense 
against the remainder of the 
squad In the regulation game. 
The odds are obviously stacked 
In favor of the veteran studded 
starting lineup. Such pairings 
have proved disastrous to the 
reserves In the past, but Neh- 
len defends the arrangement. 
"It's nice to be able to put 
the team together for once," 
he said, "all spring [hey have 
been going against each >th -i. 
Besides we want the game to 
be exalting and If you match 
our first string affense against 
the defense, It's not going to 
be too exciting." 
It's the law of Inertia—a 
moving object meeting a sta- 
tionary one. 
A few grldiers will miss the 
action either through Injury or 
other sport committments. 
Frosh Dan McCann a strong 
candidate for the quarterback 
backup role, Is sidelined with 
an Injury while Terry Bork 
and Ed Platzer will see action 
In baseball. Bob Zlmpfer al- 
though with the tennis team, 
will be on the gridiron Satur- 
day. 
Vern Wlreman will hold down 
the QB duties with the freshman 
duo of Jerry Fields and Julius 
I.lvas in the backfleld at full- 
back and tailback respectively. 
Fred Mathews will be the wing- 
back. Zlmpfer will open at 
split eni urntle either Steve 
1.aiming or Tom Laurence will 
occupy the tight position. 
Diwe Urdzlk and Carl Bat- 
tershell are listed for start- 
ing roles on offensive tackle 
while Dave Finley and BUI Roe- 
der hold down guard slots. 
Completing the line will be 
freshman candidate Dennis 
Maupln a coa/erled fullback. 
Maupin nudged out several 
veterans for   the assignment. 
The defensive wall will be 
anchored at eoi by Phil VUla- 
plano and John Szychowskl, 
likewise with co-captain Dave 
Roese and Tom Lloyd at tack- 
le. They'll surround the other 
co-captaln Joe Green who nat- 
urally sewed up his m'.ddle 
guard slot. 
Bob Simmons and Dave Pol- 
ak are opening at linebacker, 
and Greg Shlnnat the monster 
back position. Honester David- 
son Is another new face to the 
backfleld while Bill Demlng has 
seen limited action before. 
The pair will be starting half- 
back and veteran Larry Kel- 
ley at safety. 
The changes to watch are 
the Mithews-Zlmpfer combin- 
ation In receiving when Fred 
makes his first appearance. 
The other debuts will be made 
by Davidson and Shlnn In the 
backfleld alright, but defensive 
this time. 
Nehlen has high praise for 
the work of the captains G-een 
mi Roese during the spring 
drills. 
"The thing that pleased me 
most about the spring prac- 
tice, was the Job of our co- 
captalns," he said. "They did 
a great job of leading our kids, 
They were always leading by 
action." 
Spring sessions for veterans 
is I time set examples and keep 
up the morale for the new- 
comers according to Nehlen. 
He assured that the club did 
emrege from the drills with an 
"excellent attitude." 
Saturday will be the time to 
take the wraps off of another 
new performer. Junior kicking 
sensation Roger Short from 
ArchbDld, Ohio. Roger a for- 
mer member of the band, was 
a football walk-on this spring 
and Is now battling Al Silva 
for the kicking chores. 
Sllva Is the veteran and han- 
dled both place kicking and 
kickoffs for the Falcons last 
season. 
Short put six through the up- 
rights from 30 yards out (40 
plus :he 10 yards of end zone) 
under pressure last week to 
continue   his   Improvement." 
OFFENSE 
QB-Vern Wlrem.ui 
Tailback-Julius Livas 
Fullback-Jerry Fields 
Wlngback-Fred Mathews 
Split end-Bob Zlmpfer 
Tight end-Steve Lannlng or Tom 
Lawrence 
Center-Dennis Maupin 
Tackles-Dave Utizlk andCarl Bat- 
tershell 
Guards- Dave   Finley       and Bill 
Roeder 
DEFENSE 
Ends-Phil VUlaplano and John Szy- 
chawskl 
Tackles-Tom   Lloyd   and   Dave 
Roese 
Middle guard-Joe Green 
Linebackers-Bob Simmons and 
Dave Polak 
Monster-Greg Shlnn 
Halfbacks-Honester Davidson and 
Bill Demlng 
Safety-Larry Kelley 
Frosh footballers fill few      Falcons at Miami for 3 
varsity vacancies so far 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Young blood Is usually the future 
of any football team, but for the 
Immediate time the Falcons will 
clnnce their title hopes on sea- ■OMd veterans and former re- 
serves. 
Tne Falcon freshman football 
squad suffered through a dismal 
0-5 season In the fall and hopes 
that spring drills would change 
the complexion proved futile. Be- 
cause when the firs- string pairs 
against the second in this Satur- 
day's annual spring game running 
backs Jerry Fields and Julias Li- 
vas will probably be the only frosh 
starters. 
Defensive contributions have 
been even slimmer, no freshman 
able to crack the starting eleven. 
This however didn't surprise 
coach Don Nehlen, whose defense 
Is OM of the strongest in the Mld- 
Am. 
"The win-loss record Is not 
the Important thing for freshmen," 
said Nehlen, "the academic re- 
sord Is." While his frosh candi- 
dates won the race In the class- 
room, they are running second to 
veterans on the spring turf. E- 
ven academic success doesn't dis- 
pell his disappointment at the lack 
of that success though. "All I 
know is that they didn't win any 
games," said Nehlen, "not even 
close." 
Tne second year tutor could be 
receiving some backup candidates 
on both the offense and defense 
to offset the absence of starters 
from the wlnless team. Three 
frosh are being considered on the 
defensive wall while five are re- 
spectable challengers for offensive 
line roles. The use of young 
talent In the offensive backfleld 
Is almost a certainty and a neces- 
sity when Nehlen's major moves 
of the spring took the leading 
ground-gainers out of the picture 
for both secondary and receiving 
work. 
Llvas at 193 and Fields at 209 
should offer the Falcons the large 
running back, a rarity In recent 
seasons. Nehlen emphasized the 
need for a sound ground I'ta-k 
w'aen he revealed Intentions to run 
about 50 times a game. "We'd 
like to gain more each time we 
run, though," he said. 
"In scrimmages, Llvas and 
Fields look as good as any backs 
we've ever had," said Nehlen 
l"they are prone to mistakes and 
It should take a w'.ille." 
The only other exceptions to Ll- 
vas and Fields will be Dennis Mau- 
pin who Is being given the starting 
nod at offensive center. Maupin 
was earlier being considered for 
the backup role at guard, until 
his conversion. 
While Vern Wlreman hu lies the 
starting quarterback ditle3, any 
one of three frosh candidates could 
emerge as a backup. Rich Da- 
vis Stuart Shestlna and Dan Mc- 
Cann are In line for the posi- 
tion. "Wlrem.ui Is a very capa- 
ble quarterback, but we need depth 
and we'll be trylnj to bring a- 
round these three fresh nen," 
said Nehlen. 
The five fresh UW l battling for 
offensive backup roles Include: 
Joe Dullck, Gene Nlcollnl, Dave 
Konowal, and Ferdl Stockard. Du- 
llck is expected to backup vet- 
erans Bill Roeder and Dave Fin- 
ley at guard. Stockard Is also 
a candidate at guard. Nlcollnl 
and Konowal are battling to back- 
up Dave Urdzlk at strong tackle. 
Larry Witherspoon and Chris 
Stuecker have Closed In on backup 
roles as right tackle and monster 
back, respectively. Witherspoon 
backs up Tom Lloyd and Dave 
Roese to give the Falcons the 
"most depth aver at tackle" ac- 
cording to coach Nehlen. Alan 
Pease Is also moving up In the 
tackle circles. The final frosh 
candidate at defense is Rich Du- 
etemeyer as third linebacker. Rich 
has to budge the likes of Dave 
Polak and Bob Simmons for a pos- 
sible starting role. 
"All these kids look like ;ood 
players, " said Nehlen, "bu It 
will probably take all of the spring 
to bring them around." 
"This Is not to say we don't 
have good boys," said Nehlen, "but 
the defense will probably be pri- 
marily a senior outfit with seven 
of the starting eleven." 
No matter how far they have pro- 
gressed, the frosh will be able to 
unveil their talent on the varsity 
level In Saturday's finale to the 
spring season. 
By DAVE EGBERT 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Bowling Green's baseball team Is 
in Miami today for a single en- 
counter with the fifth place Redskins 
with a double header slated for Sat- 
urday. 
The Falcons take a MAC mark 
of 4-2 Into the frays, trailing league 
leader Ohio University by one and 
one-half games and Western Mich- 
igan by a single game. 
BG Is Just off a fairly success- 
ful weekend which saw the squad 
irop Toledo In two out of three 
games while Marshall's Thunder- 
ing Herd surprised Miami, sweep- 
ing a three game series. 
"Miami has a real good team; 
I can't help but think they got 
rattled against Marxhall," said 
Coach Dick Young. "They'rearun- 
ning team, aggressive on the bases 
with good defense and pitching that 
has been good and bad,'' he added. 
Coach Young has announced his 
starters for the three games will 
be picked from anami; flvehurlers; 
Ron Well man, Bill Greln, Tei"ry 
Bork, Jim Lelnlnger and Tom 
Thels. The rest of the lineup will 
be John Knox, 2nd; Mel Karnehm, 
ss; Greg Miller, If; Russ Hagerty, 
rf; Bruce Rasor, c; Jim Barry, 
1st; Jim McKenzle; and Bob Hill 
whl Is sufferelng from a sore wrist. 
Another three gamo series Is 
going on this weekend which the 
Falcons will be keeping a_a 'nter- 
ested eye upon OU (6-1) Is at West- 
ern Michigan to play the Broncos 
with the winner of two or more of 
the contests winding up In first 
place. Coach Young has stated that 
he would like to see Win take at 
least two from the Bobcats because 
BG has the Broncos at home and 
Ohio on the road. 
The OU-WM matchup could go 
a long way towards eliminating one 
of the two from serious contention 
for the title. As far as the Fal- 
cons are concerned, the w-jrst thing 
that could happen would be a rain- 
out, which would undoubtedly force 
Bowling Green to manhandle both 
nines for the championship. 
Last year first year diamond 
Coach Bud Mlddaugh guided Miami 
to Its first non-losing season since 
1960 as the Red skins finished with 
a record of 11-11. Ironically, that 
1960 winning squad had Mlddaugh 
playing shortstop. 
The Redskins, who have won MAC 
championships In every sport 
except baseball, have a young team 
with only seniors. 
Coach Mlddaugh felt that this 
year's team would have good pitch- 
ing and speed. While the Redskins 
finished f If the In the conference 
last season their pitching staff had 
a combined earned run average of 
2.16. 
Senior righthander George Fan- 
nln, Mlam.'.'s top pitcher last year 
with a record of 7-3 and an ERA 
of 2.60, returns, along with junior 
lefthander Tom Paul and sopho- 
more righthanders Tim Boese and 
Al Dukate. 
Bowling Green's next home game 
is at 3:30 p.m., Tuesday against 
Eastern Michigan with a three game 
series with Kent Sta: e scheduled for 
Friday and Saturday. 
MAC BASEBALL 
W     L W 
,/verai 
L  T 
Ohio 6      1 9 5   0 
WMU 5      1 18 6   0 
BG 4      2 13 11  0 
Marshall 4      2 8 6   1 
Miami 2      5 6 8   0 
Toledo 1      5 6 11   0 
KSU 0      6 3 11   1 
n=Eggy's Yolk: 
Golfers host WM in last home match 
After a brief rest from their dis 
aster in the MAC in/atlonal tour- 
nament,   'he  Falcon golf team Is 
ready to swing Into action this week- 
end with two matches In three days. 
Saturday morning team nembers 
will tee off at 9 a.m. against 
Western Michigan on the Bowilng 
Green course. The team will travel 
to Toledo Monday for a three-way 
tournament with Toledo and Kent 
State. 
Western Michigan does not have 
one of Its strong teams this year, 
but the Broncos have something few 
other teams can claim. That some- 
thing Is Timo Kllpallen, an All- 
Amerlcan golfer who never played 
golf In his native Finland, but be- 
came a natural when he began play- 
ing as a high school studsnt In De- 
troit. 
Definite starters for the Satur- 
day match will be Tom Bohardt, 
Cralg Leister, and Ed Hadaway. 
The other three spots will be filled 
by the players who qualify In prac- 
tice rounds. 
The Falcons will run into Kent 
S-.a'e once again when they play In 
a three-way tournament on Mon- 
day at the Bernwtck golf course 
In Toledo. 
Bowling Green has already felt 
the brunt of the Flash attack, hav- 
ing lost to Kent at Miami and Kent 
this season. But the Falcons will 
be out for victory at Toledo. "We 
will be hoping for as good a per- 
formance at Toledo as we had 
when we played Toledo and beat 
them," said Falcon Coach Forrest 
Creassoa. 
Waif until next year 
By DAVID EGBERT 
Assistant     Sports   Editor 
What do youdo when you're a fan of a team playing with ihe futility 
of this season's Cle/elani Indians, a team that can find new ways to 
lose every day? 
They drop one when a relief pitcher throws a bunted ball toward 
while the third sacker Is farther from the bag than the Gra.ai Canyon, 
another when they hold a team hitless for eight Innings but surrenler 
six runs In the other frame. 
Tie Indians had won one game In the first 16 played but the winning 
pitcher In that one has since been sent to 3oston. Now I hear they've 
won a second. 
So you're still an Indian rooter, no' ready to renounce the national 
pastime over the embarrassing start by Ihe Tribe? 
You'll be glad to know that there are joys In viewing such a hopeless 
team as observed by aformer Cleveland correspondent for "The Sporting 
Life." Elmer E. Bates states: 
1. There Is everything to hope for and nothing to fear. 
2. Defeats do not disturb one's sleep. 
3. An occasslonal victory Is a surprise and a delight. 
4. There Is no danger of any club passing you 
5. You are not asked 50 tlm.:S a day, "What was the score?" People 
take It for granted you lost. 
At least, when you compare the present Indians with the 1899 Cleve- 
land club, things don't look quite so bad — or do they? 
The 1899 National League entry had the misfortune of setting a pro- 
fessional mark for the most looses In one season with a horrenlou 5 
20-134 record. Although the 1969 Tribe has a long way togo to top that 
statistic, heir winning percentage of .118 has the early jump on a .130 
mark for the Cleveland Exiles. 
Thus far though, the Exiles had the most disastrous season ever 
experienced by a major league team. By the end of the season, the 
team's manager was so frustrated that when an 18-year-old cigar 
clerk walked up tothe skipper asking to start the final game of the year, 
an okay was given. He lost. 
The 1893 team hit a hot streak at the beginning of the season and by 
June they were 8-26. The fans repaid the nine for Its jutck start, 
with an average of 265 streaking out for the first 12 homo games. But 
then it happened, Cleveland hit a slump that lasted the rest of the year. 
They lost at least 11 straigh; six times, and finished on the short 
tad of the scoreboard 40 of the last 41 battles. Although solidly en- 
trenched In the cellar, 80 games behind the leader, one moment of 
glory came when the Exiles put together their longest winning span 
-- two games. 
Unfortunately, this year's version o! the Tribe has only put together 
two one-game streaks, but seasons don't last forever and there Is always 
that old familiar chant that downcast rooters can fall back upon. "Walt 
until next year." 
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BG lacrosse team 
spills Ober/in 75-6 
UP   FOR   GRABS- Falcon   midfielder  Chuck   Winters converges 
on the ball with his opponent in a recent BG victory. 
Sink to run 3 races 
5 team meet here 
By DENNY WHITE 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Bowling Green will host Toledo, 
Ashland,   Central   Michigan,   and 
Cleveland State starting  at  noon 
tomorrow In Its second attempt at 
a ho .Tie opener.    Two weeks ago, 
a dual meet with Ohio University 
was cancelled, and forgotten, be- 
casue of a terrible combination of 
wind, rain, and cold temperatures. 
Mel Brodt's squad Is hoping for 
weather  like they enjoyed at the 
Penn   Relays   last   weekend,   but 
they will also be trying to Im- 
prove upon their unimpressive 
I team performance at Philadelphia 
' The Falcon thlnclads were credited 
with   only   14 points,   divided up 
between  two-m;ier  Sid  Sink who 
won,   and   discus  thrower  Jim 
Reardon, who placed fourth. 
Reardon should have extra In- 
centive to do well since the man 
who he credits his success to, 
Ernie Soudek, will be here to 
give an exhibition of discus throw- 
ing. Soudek Is working toward a 
doctorate degree at the University 
of Michigan, and Is a 6-6", 270 
pound Austrian record holder. 
Bowling Green's sophomore 
star, Sid Sink, may face his tough- 
est test of endurance yet, as he 
[ is scheduled to run In the half 
mile, mile, and three mile races, 
each about an hour apari. Sink 
has the best time for BG SO fa- 
in six different distance races, 
a.i i already has set new school 
records In the two, three, and six 
mile, and steeplechase events. 
The load on Sink Is expected to 
be lightened somewhat now, as 
the progress report on Paul Talk- 
lngton's Injured leg Is encourag- 
ing, and the MAC six mile cham- 
pion will probably run In one or 
two of the distance races. 
Still missing from the lineup 
however will be shotputter Merl 
Mlchaells whose shoulder has not 
healed sufficiently yet. 
Tnat Is just one of the many 
places thit Brodt has a depth de- 
ficiency, but he Is hoping that his 
squad will repeat the results of 
last year when BG won a quad- 
rangular match with these teams, 
| excluding Toledo. 
The Rockets will be paced by the 
winning pole vaulter at the Penn 
Relays, Mel Miller, shot putter | Dean Langenderfer, the versatile 
Pete MacEwan, and sprinter Frank 
I.lller. 
Miller vaulted 16 feet for his 
first place trophy at Philadelphia 
\. which was a new Toledo record. | Langenderfer has heaved the shot 
put 55'5" already which Is two feet 
more than the Whlttaker Track re- 
cord. 
MacEwan must be the Rocket's 
workhorse because he competes In 
the 100 yard dash, the high and 
Intermediate hurdles, the long 
Jump , and both the 440 relay and 
mile relay quartets. 
I.lller with his quarter mile 
time of 50.1 would seem to be 
the favorite In the event, but Bow- 
ling Green's Bob Home (51.7) 
is not far behind. The Rockets 
beat Hillsdale, anl lost to Wayne 
State   In   the   dual   meet  action. 
Not much is known about the 
other three teams, except for Ash- 
land's Exodus Lett who set the 
Whlttaker traok record for the 
440 yeard dash last year with a 
time of 47.4. 
In the 100 yard dash Bobby 
James should bea strong con- 
tender, and he will be aiming at 
his own record of:09.5. Javelin 
thrower Jeff Huston, who set a 
new school record of 222-71/2 
feet at the Kentucky Relays, Is 
an expected winner too. 
Top athletes 
There are some very famllar 
faces in this week's'"1st of top 
athletes (for performances last 
week).Sid Sink and Joe Zimmer- 
man made repeat showings for 
top honors in track and lacrosse 
respectively. Greg McKenzle was 
named for basball, Dennis Cav- 
anaugh for tennis, and Tom Bo- 
hard t in golf. 
SinJc won his nomination with 
a first place finish In the two- 
mile run at the Penn Relays In 
a sizzling 8:47.6 clocking. Sid 
easily smashed the old mark, which 
he set earlier this season. 
Zimmerman scored five goals 
to match a single game goal re- 
cord In the Falcons 17-0 rom? 
over Kenyon. Joe who m?1e his 
return three games ago after AT 
Injury, has scored nine goals. 
He added an assist to his five 
goals against Kenyon. 
Cavanaugh became the first Fal- 
con tennis player ever to beat a 
Western Michigan number one 
player . Dennis also teamed up 
with Mike Miller for a doubles 
win In leadlnj the Falcons to their 
second win In 15 years with the 
Broncos. The doubles win over 
the WMU first doubles team was 
also a first. 
McKenzle made a dMnj catch 
of a dying fly ball to preserve 
a Friday win over Toledo while 
Bohardt paced BG in golf with a 
318 for four rounds. 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
OBERLIN— Breaking away from 
a 3-3 deadlock with only five min- 
utes re-nr.-'n'nij in the first quarter, 
the Falcon laorossers grabbed the 
lead for goad In crushing Oberlln 
15-6. 
Bowiing Green put In three goals 
in that last five minutes to take 
a 6-3 lead, and they crept stead- 
ily out of range as the contest pro- 
gressed. The win was the third 
straight in Midwest co:ir."'ltlon 
against no defeats for the Falcons 
while they sport a crisp 7-0 jver- 
all ledger. 
The host Yoemen are 4-3 fol- 
lowing the action. 
The Falcons tested the rookie 
seconds had elasped in the opening 
period and went on to pelt him with 
59 shots. Seven different Falcons 
shared In the goal explosion which 
was capped by a four goal fourth 
quarter. 
It proved to be tha clincher when 
the Falcons blanked the Yeomen 
with a strong finish. 
Oberlln, hoping to nerve the Fal- 
cons with aggreslve checking and 
tight defensive work, failed to bal- 
ance the strategy with a sustained 
offense. The Yeomen were able 
to get off only 24 shots In the 
game, just three in the final quar- 
ter. 
Their aggressiveness kept the 
outcome In doubt until the Falcons 
muffled any rally attempts they 
hoped to fashion In the th'rd J! anza. 
the Falconsisettled down to tlnlsh 
out the half 9-4 leaders, and were 
on top 11-6 after three periods. 
Both teams shared equally In 
the aggressive play with 11 pen- 
alties. The Yeomen took advan- 
tage of two "man-up" situations 
for goals wiiile the Falcons collect- 
ed just one. HI, had used such 
situations effectively In previous 
encounters, but were forced to 
work even-up for most of their tal- 
lies. 
Bowling Green snapped 21 
of Oberlln's 40 attempted clears 
and turned two Into goals, plus 
destroying the Yeomen mo- 
memtum. In the third quarter 
John Dohms picked off a pass on 
an Oberlln clear and took direct 
aim on an open net. Steve Hart 
also found an open net after snag- 
ging a pass by the goalie In the 
final minutes of action. 
Oberlln goalie Sam Botkln was 
finishing  the   aftern>DTi d'smally 
after a somewhat startling opening. 
After he was touched for the 
game's first goal at 14.25 he fed 
a clear pass down field on the 
fast break and his receiver pump- 
ed in a goal. Bjtkln got credit 
for an assist. Ho payed for his 
contribution, though when he was 
ripped 14 more goals. 
Steve Hart did the most damage 
with four goals but Pete Farrell 
and John Dohms with three each 
helped keep Botkln a loser In his 
second appearance of the season. 
Bowling Green while losing the 
battle of physical play o I in in -ous 
occasions, did rack up respectable 
performances In several sta'lstlcs 
that proved Instrumental In the 
one-sided win. The Falcons cop- 
ped a 16-4 edge in faceoffs to take 
lm tedlate charge offensively. 
The   stickers also cleared 20 
of 26 attempts to key their attack 
The deciding factor was probably 
the control of ground balls where 
the Falcons managed a 82-53 edge. 
Farrel was the leader with 14, 
while Chuck Winters and Hart had 
11 each and Sal Zanfardlno 10. 
Falcon frosh were successful 
dropping a 12-6 decision to the 
Oberlln JV's. The frosh were down 
5-0 after one quarter before set- 
tling down In the game. 
Bowling Green   6 3 2 4  -  15 
Oberlln 3 1 2 0 -     6 
GOALS—Bowling Green, Hart 
(4), Farrell (3), Dohms (3), Hicks 
{2), Sachse, Zlm nerman and Win- 
ters (2), Smith (2), Hicks, and 
Dohn'J. 
SAVES—Bowling Green, Glar- 
russo 6, Chaffee 1; Oberlln, Hot- 
kin 22. 
Stickers out to even the score here 
against the Cleveland club tomorrow 
Saturday the Falcon stickers will tangle with the Clevelanc 
lacrosse club In a non-conference game on the field behind the 
Ice arena. The match Is set for 2 p.m. as the BGstlckers seek 
their eighth straight win this year and tenth In a row over a two 
year period. 
The Falcons lost only three games last season, but one was to 
this Cleveland club 11-10 after holding a lead In the late stages. 
The Club joined the respectable company of Denlson and Oberlln 
in owning wins over the Midwest's second place finisher. Very 
little of that gloss remrins though. 
Cleveland, because of the nature of their club status, suffer 
drastic lineup changes from season to season and this appears 
to be their situation. Once regarded as the strongest of the Mid- 
west's club teams, the Clevelanders have met with limited success 
this campaign with a 2-3 overall ledger. 
The vlslors will combine graduate students and veteran lacrosse 
players from Ohio and eastern colleges and universities. The lack 
of organization and depth are their toughest obstacles though 
Club teams are also known to lose In the conditioning department. 
"They'll have a couple of boys who can handle the stick well." 
said coach Mickey Cochrane, "but they don't appear to have much 
this season overall.   They will have an excellent faceoff man In 
Joe Horn." 
Bowling Green will carry a dazzling 7-0 record into the contest 
and should have little trouble against Cleveland if up to par. But 
Mickey Cochrane warns iga-nst a complacent attitude. 
"We could start worrying about beating teamsby set scores again," 
he said. This Is something the Falcons corrected against Kenyon 
after  shaky experiences against Wittenberg and Michigan State. 
The Falcons can provide valuable playing time for their substi- 
tutes and reserves If they maintain game control and a balanced 
effort. The reserves were Instrumental In sustaining a crisp 
attack against Kenyon, but only after the starters opened at a 
steady clip. 
The eosrlence would be valuable depthwise before the Falcons 
resume their run 'or the Midwest crown against Denlson and Ohio 
State. 
Netters nip Notre Dame, 5-4 
By KEN BERZOF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
T i -ee Individual winning streaks 
were broken yesterday afternoon, 
but the tennis team's win record 
contlnued,as the Falcons rolled to 
a 5-4 win over strorur Notre Dame. 
The longest streak to be broken 
was Mike Miller's unbeaten record 
of 10 straight matches. Notre 
Dame's Mike Reilly proved too 
tough for BG's number two man 
and defeated Miller In two straight 
sets. 6-0 and 9-7. 
BACK HAND   BG's  no.   1  man, Denny Cavanaugh,  sets up for a 
backhand return in his match yesterdoy, which he won.,   ffhoto 
by Larry Nighswandei) 
"I think it was a co/nlilnatlon of 
good play on his part and some in's- 
takes on mine," Miller said. 
The second <>''.nnlng streak to be 
s.L:iped was a five game stretch 
for the team Dennis Cananaugh and 
Mike Miller. Playing against Notre 
Dame's top pair of Mike Reilly and 
their number one player, Bernle 
LaSage, the Falcon duo took the 
first set 6-3. Notre Dame then 
roared back and took the next 
two sets 6-4 and 6-3, for the vic- 
tory. 
"There's no cause to feel bad," 
head coach Bob Gill said. "They 
ran Into the best doubles team 
thsy've met this season. Everything 
they lilt turned Into gold." 
The team of Gueater Herold and 
Mark Goldner saw their unbeaten 
string stopped at three. 
Notre Dam- Is always strong in 
tennis but after yesterday's loss, 
their record showed a surprise 
3-5. BG's record, jumped ahead 
to 7-4, their fourth win in a row, 
and sixth In their last seven games. 
"We've been losing 5-4 mat- 
ches," GUI said, "But it's good 
to win one of those. The tide's 
starting to turn." 
Next on  the list for BG is in 
away  game today with  Eastern 
Michigan before tomorrow's game 
here with Kent. 
"If Kent Stale think's they're 
going to beat us, they better come 
down   ready  to play," Gill  said. 
Kent State is currently 5-5 having 
been shutout three times to south- 
ern opponents. They had won three 
straight before losing their last 
two. 
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What ever happened 
Hy JUDY EICHER 
Jamie used to live next door to 
me and we used to be best friends 
until we were 15-years-old. She had 
long dark hair and was very pretty, 
only, she didn't laugh that much and 
she was kind of nervous. 
Her parents were worried about 
her, because she seemed to day- 
dream a lot and cry a lot an'l she 
didn't go out much with guys. 
We said goodbye on a summer 
day. She was nervous and she 
seemed upset about a lot of things. 
Hut that was because her parents 
were taking her somep'aje .nd 
coming hack home alone. 
Hut It was a beautiful day. You 
could alm.-st overlook the bars on 
the red-brick buildings of the hos- 
pital grounds. Green lawns, cool 
ponds, laughter of nelghboorhood 
kids playing between trees of an 
usused golf course, combined Into 
a lulling phrase. "You'll only be 
here a little while, the Jo .-tor thinks 
It's best. You'll get better, and come 
home soon." 
And so they left her alone In 
a strange building with bars on the 
windows and strange sounds coming 
from different places and locked 
doors and red and yellow pills and 
green and 1)1 ue pills that m-'Je her 
head spin Into circles or iall to 
the ground. 
She talked to a lot of doctors 
in sterile white rooms. Looked at 
a lot of charts and played word- 
games answering thoughtfully, 
chewing on fingernails. 
They wanted to know "what was 
the matter," "wliy she was sad," 
and "what was she thinking." 
Hut whenever she would try to 
tell them, tears would roll down 
her cheeks and,  rocking back and 
to Jamie 
forth, she'd slip into that part of 
her soul/mind Inside where it 
w .su't as bad. 
Hecause therowsof paralle",lines 
miking up the world were some- 
how too much. The streets lined 
with bubbling buildings sprouting 
flourescent signs of "Hate," 
"Kill," "War." HuntleyandBrink- 
ley every night talking between 
cakes of m-ke-upof "300 more dead 
in the la e>- assault on the DMZ," 
"murderer loose in town," "Jews 
and Arabs clash over Suez." 
That's why Jamie cried. She 
cried a lot. She cried for hate and 
war with the unhappiness of a dead 
god. 
And society didn't understand. 
Society put her behind bars In as 
o'd brick building with a lot of 
looked doors Inside. 
Perhaps she was there for a long 
time, exchanging one therapeutic 
label for another as men in white 
coats probed layers of her brain 
uncovering "schizophrenic," 
"manic-depressive," "uiou-able 
catatonic," witli the latest instru- 
ments. 
Perhaps she still Is there, rock- 
ing back and fortli alone In a cor- 
nier of some room. I haven't heard. 
Hut one thing is sure, society un- 
derstands a lot, society forgives a 
lot, society overlooks a lol. 
BU' Jamie had big dark eyes that 
siw i !o'.. Eyes that looked at the 
world, accused and turned away. 
Eyes that reproached, som mow 
uttering the unforgivable words, 
"TIIK WORM) IS INSANE." 
Whirled of wax 
Hy LEE STEPHENSON 
"Nashville Skyline," Bob Dylan, 
Columbio,  $3.77- 
From the tip of his hat on the 
album cover to the bellowing con- 
tributing voice of Johnny Cash, Dy- 
lan's new "Nashville Skyline" is 
a true country album. 
The soijs are pure and simple. 
They have a country music base 
but It's unlike any country music 
you have heard before. 
The materia! Is as *resh and new 
as anything Dylan his done. He 
seems to be trying to show us that 
country music Is not necessarily 
simple and unprofessional. He has 
made it a quality medium. 
The opening song with Johnny 
Cash Is a lossfrom 'huvocal s'ani- 
polnt but the lackadaisical easiness 
sets the pace for the resl of the 
album 
T'i"» arrangements and group 
Instrumentation are of Dylan's us- 
ual excellence and simplicity. Out- 
standing songs Include "Lay Lady 
Lay," "To He Alone With You," 
and "Tonight I'll Ue Staying Here 
With You." 
Surprisingly, not only Dylan's 
material has changed again, but so 
has his voice. Could he be taking 
singing lessons. 
"Freedom Suite," The Rascals,, 
Atlanta,  $7.54-- 
The Rascals have combined an 
excellent set of songs about free- 
dom and peace in"Freedom ^jlte." 
The first disc of the double al- 
bum is excellent, that is. The third 
and fourth sides of the set could 
have been scrapped at no great 
loss and a savings of $3.77. 
"Adrian's   Birthday,"   on   side 
Arts Calendar 
UAO CAMPUS MO VIE—"To Kill a Mockingbird" 
featuring Gregory Peck, will be shown at 6 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. tonight in-the Main Auditorium of Uni- 
versity Hall. "The Fly" featuring Vincent Price 
and Patricia Owens, will be shown at 8 p.m. There 
movies will be shown In reverse order on Satur- 
day. 
STUDENT RECITAL—Barbara Burdette, mezzo 
soprano, will pa.-form at 8.15 p.m lonight in the 
Re:ltal Hall of the School of Music. 
SWAN CLUB SHOW--"Swansatlons" featuring the 
best of past shows, will be presented at 8:30 p.m. 
tonight and Saturday in the Natatorlum, 
JOINT STUDENT HECITAL —Ronald Hagemeyer, 
organist, and Jack Gray, trumpet, will perform at 
8:15 p.m. Saturday In the Recital Hall of the School 
of Music. 
UAO DANCE—Featuring "The Majority of Six" 
will be held from 8:30 to midnight Saturday on the 
deck of the Library. In case of rain, it will be held 
in the Mld-Am Room In Harshm-s.i Dormitory. 
Admission is free. 
COLLEGIATE CHORAL—A Cappella Choir Coo- 
Cert of contemporary American choral music will 
be presented at 8.15 p.m. Sunday in the Recital 
Hall of the School of Music. 
three is somewhat entertaining but 
"Boom." (Dino Dwell! a la Gin- 
ger Baker) and side four's "Cute" 
just don't have it. 
Good tracks on the album include 
"Look Around," "Ray of Hope," 
"People Got to Be Free," "Is- 
land   of   Love"   and   "Heaven." 
"Say It Loud," James Brown, 
King,$4.5°-- 
Tne recent hit "Say It Loud, 
I'm Black an'l I'm Proud," Is the 
center focus of the newest in a 
long line of hit albums by the king 
of soul. 
Actually, the number of slow 
tunes seems to drop the overall 
quality of the album below James 
Brown's usual. "I Guess I'll Have 
To Cry, Cry, Cry," for instance 
Is poorly arranged and downright 
hokey. 
Hlghpolnts of the album, how- 
ever are "Goodbye My Love," 
"Licking Stick" and "I Love You." 
The recording quality o' th? album 
is excellent. 
" Kick Out The Jams," MC5, Elektro 
Records,  $3.77!-- 
The MC5 is supposedly the of- 
ficial group of "the revolution." 
After chosing to Ignore the var- 
ious outbursts of what sounded more 
like a revival preacher than a ser- 
ious revolutionist, I could almost 
enjoy the album. It's hard to take 
anyone serious who preaches that 
a person's mind should be made 
up In five seconds about the world 
situation. 
MC5's music Is good if you like 
the hardest of acid rock. They 
have two tempos anl /o'.umes: loud 
and fast, and louder and faster. 
It is gross and Insensitive but it 
drives. 
"Starship" Is nothing but elec- 
tronic garbage but the recently 
popular "Kick Out The Jams" and 
"Come Together" are quite good. 
I m'.ght add that since I received 
my copy of the album, all of the 
original releases have apparently 
been called back and replaced by 
a different version. 
The original recording of the 
track "Kick Out The Jam.-." in- 
cluded a very distinct Introduction 
linking direct sexual activity with 
motherhood, which apparently 
caught the censors sleeping. 
All of the selections are 
available at the University 
Bookstore in the Student Ser- 
vices Building. 
i 
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Photo   by Paul Collins 
By LINDA HERBKERSMAN 
There are no words to accurately describe the movie 
"Charly."     Even awarding the Oscar to Cliff Robertson 
for his performance seems somehow inadequate. 
Photography is excellent. Slow motion, split screen, and 
psychedelic effects are used at appropriate times, but are 
not overused.  Timing  is perfect. 
The story itself, of a mentally retarded man being trans- 
formed Into a genius after an operation only toregress back to 
his original state, borders on being unbelievable. Even the 
scientific explanations offered by the authorities In the film 
cannot overcome th-s science fiction. 
However, though the story is slightly "far out," ths acting 
is amazingly realistic. 
Everything in the movie must be anti-cllm.ictlc to the per- 
formance of Cliff Robertson. 
Robertson spent months studying to be Charly and learn- 
ing -i/ery expression and mannerism .f the type of person 
he would portray. 
He mastered this to the point of slurring his words, allow- 
ing one side of his mouth to droop, and adopting a blank 
stare which made him appear somewnere on the outer edge 
of life. His movements were stilted and clumsy; he plodded 
when he walked, swinging his arms to steady himself. He 
is so realistic, it is necessary to remind yourself he Is 
performing. 
The audience cannot help getting emotionally Involved in 
the movie. 
You can't help hating Charly's fellow workers at the bakery 
who, at one point, get "good ol' Charly" to stand on a street 
corner at night and watch for the first snowflake of the season. 
You can't help feeling frustrated when Charly "races" a 
mouse (who had already undergone a mind-lmprovlnj opera- 
tion) through a maze In the laboratory and loses—repeatedly. 
You ?an't help applauding when Charly, after years of lessons 
finally manages to scrawl the word "school" with a'*ch" 
Instead of a "k." 
You can't help falling In love with the world w.ien Charly 
does. 
And you can't hei* feeling utterly helpless when Charly 
learns of his plight. 
Claire Bloom, as Charly's teacher, also gives a remarkable 
performance. In a situation which could easily have beoom-. 
too sentimental, she steers all action toward compassion and 
dignity. 
Any praise for "Charly" can only unterrate it. No words 
can describe It. 
Robertson had to finance the production of "Charly" himself; 
no one else was willing to take the risk. 
Go see "Charly."  You owe It to Robertson. 
You owe it to yourself, too. 
The green 
sieet 
BOWLING  GREEN  STATE  UNIVERSITY  EVENTS  AND  INFORMATION  FOR  FACULTY   STAFF. STUDENTS 
FOR MAY   5  THROUGH MAY   11 
Calendar 
MONDAY, MAY 5 
All Day 
3:1*5 - 5:U5 p.m. 
k  p.m. 
6 p.m. 
6 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
Golf 
BGSU vs. University of Toledo and Kent State 
University. 
Toledo, 0. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Panhellenic  Council Meeting 
Alumni  Room,   Union. 
Poetry  Class—Non-credit  Course 
Offered  in  cooperation with the  free  univerr.ity, 
this  class   is  open to all  students  and  faculty 
interested  in  discussions  of students'  work 
and the work of modern  poets. 
Room  303,   Moseley Hall. 
Panhellenic Council  Recognition  Dessert 
Annual  dessert   for presentation of  scholar- 
ship awards to  individual  sororities.     The 
"Outstanding Greek Woman"  will  be  named, 
well  as  recipients of the Jackie Bribbons 
Award and the  Florence  Currier Award.     New 
members  of Golden Torch Society will  also  be 
tapped.     Karen Todd,  president  of Panhellenic 
Council,  will be mistress of ceremonies. 
Grand Ballroom,   Union. 
Student Education Assoc.   Meeting 
Jack Widener,  adviser to SEA at  Ohio State 
University,  and Ohio State's S«"!A president 
will  visit  at  this meeting to discuss  changes 
in education brought  about  by student  pressure, 
both  at  OSU and BGSU.     Election of officers 
for the 1969-1970 school year will  also  be 
held.     Open to the public. 
Pink  Dogwood Suite,  Union. 
7 p.m. Faculty Pistol Club 
Hayes Hall. 
7 p.m. Delta Nu Alpha Meeting 
For members of the professional economics fraternity. 
Wayne Room, Union. 
7 p.m. Interfraternity Pledge Council Meeting 
Alumni Room, Union. 
8 p.m. Golden Torch Initiation 
For members of Golden Torch and new initiates tapped 
at the Panhellenic Council Recognition Dessert. 
White Dogwood Suite, Union. 
9 p.m. Interfraternity Council Meeting 
Alumni Room, Union. 
TUESDAY, MAY 6 
All  Day Student  Body Elections 
Voting  booths will  be open  from  8 a.m.   to  5 p.m.   for 
balloting  for the  1969-70 Student  Body officers.     To 
obtain  a ballot,  present your student  identification 
card. 
Men's Gym. 
3:^5  -  5:^5 p.m. Public Skating  Session 
Ice Arena. 
3:30 p.m. Baseball 
BGSU vs.   Eastern Michigan  University. 
Steller Field. 
h p.m. Publication  Committee Meeting 
Capital Room,   Union. 
6:15 p.m. United Christian Fellowship Worship 
Open to the public. 
Prout  Chapel. 
6:30 p.m. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Meeting 
Perry-Croghan  Room,  Union. 
7:30 p.m. Society for the Advancement  of Management  Meeting 
Reorganization meeting,   open to all  students,   especially 
business majors.     Committees will be  appointed  and a 
field trip to Cincinnati will be discussed. 
Pink Dogwood Suite,  Union. 
8:15 p.m. Student  Recital 
David Guion will perform on the trombone.     Free and 
open to the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 7 
All Day 
3:30 p.m. 
3:^5 - 5:U5 p.m. 
h  p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
May Court Elections 
Voting booths will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. for 
balloting for the 1969 BGSU May Queen and her court.  To 
obtain a ballot, present your student identification card. 
Men's Gym. 
Lacrosse 
BGSU vs.   Notre Dame   (to be televised over WBGU-TV). 
University Stadium,  Doyt  L.   Perry  Field. 
Public  Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Women's Extramural Tennis 
BGSU vs.   Adrian  College. 
Tennis  Courts   (behind  Ice Arena). 
Angel  Flight Meeting 
Presentation of awards will be made at  this meeting. 
River Room,  Union. 
Religions  of Man —  Non-credit  Course 
Open to  faculty members  and students.     This  session will 
continue  a study of Christianity.     The  course   is  based 
on Juston  Smith's The  Religions of Man.     Offered  in  coop- 
eration with the  free  university  course  program and the 
United Christian  Fellowship Center. 
Second Floor Lounge,  Harshman  A. 
U.A.0.   Contract  Bridge  Lessons 
Lessons  are taught  by Mrs.   W.E.  Steidtmann  and are  open 
to all  students who  have  registered. 
Harrison-Wayne  Room,  Union. 
Student  Teaching Seminar 
For  student teachers advised by Mr.   John Parlette. 
Taft  Room,  Union. 
"The  University and Society" 
Free  university  class  discussion of the  successes,   failures, 
and the  relevance of the university.     Open to  all members 
of the university community,  and to  continue  every week on 
Wednesday  evenings. 
Room  303,  Moseley Hall. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
8 p.m. U.A.O.   Coffeehouse Circuit 
Folksinger John Bassette will perform  at 
Open to the public.     Admission  is  25tf. 
Carnation Room,  Union. 
8:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. University Theatre Major Production 
"Summertree",  by Ron Cowen,   is the University Theatre's 
current play.     Written by Mr.   Cowen two years  ago,  when  he 
was  only 22,   it  is  lauded by  Emory Lewis  of Cue Magazine 
as  "the authentic  voice  of youth  in the theatre. '    The  story 
concerns  a young man who goes  off to  fight  and die  in Viet 
Nam.     The action moves back  and forth  in time,  showing  his 
relationship to his  father,  mother,   and the girl he knew  in 
school.     One basic  question  is  posed —  How do you explain 
war to  a child?     R.   Wayne Smith,  a graduate student,   is 
director.     Briant  Hammor Lee,   instructor  in speech,   is  set 
and  lighting  designer.     A  fifth-grader at  Crim Elementary 
School  in Bowling Green,   Kirk Elliot,  joins BGSU students 
Richard Lohman,   Christine  Phillips,  Bob Arnold,  Becky Haines, 
and Fitz  Ford  in  leading  roles.     Admission  is  $1  for adults, 
25#  for  children  and high  school  students,  and 10<£  for BGSU 
students  with  identification  cards. 
Joe  E.   Brown Theatre,   University Hall. 
8:15 p.m. Symphonic  Band Annual  Spring  Concert 
This year's  concert will  include  selections by Menotti, 
Richard Wagner,  H.  Owen  Reed and John Phillip Sousa,  along 
with "Symphony  in B Flat"  by Fauchet,   "Trombone  Concerto" by 
Leyden,   featuring trombonists  David Gobel,  Tomi  Price  and 
Lamar Jones,  and "Polyphonies  for  Percussion"  by Warren 
Benson.     Mr.  Mark Kelly will  be  conducting,  assisted by 
Mr.   David Glasmire.     Free  and open to the public. 
Grand Ballroom,   Union. 
THURSDAY,  MAY 8 
3 p.m. Lutheran Student  Association  Coffee Hour 
Coffee  and conversation.     Free  and open to the public. 
River Room,   Union. 
3 p.m. President's  Advisory Council Meeting 
Taft Room,   Union. 
3:^5  -  5:^*5 p.m. Public  Skating  Session 
Ice Arena. 
h p.m. Biology Seminar 
Dr.   George  Rendina,  associate  professor of chemistry,  will 
lecture.     His  topic  is  "Ribosomes".     Open to the public. 
Room 112,   Life Science  Building. 
b:30 p.m. Foundations  of Education  Film 
"Maslow and Self-Actualization"  is the title of this film, 
an  interview with Abraham H.   Maslow,  past  president  of the 
American Psychological  Association  and author of Toward a 
Psychology  of Being.  Mr.   Maslow discusses the  characteristics 
of full-humanness  and of self-setualizing   individuals.     Free 
and  open to the public. 
Room 115,  Education Building. 
6:30  - 7 p.m. Christian Science  Organization Testimony Meeting 
Open to the public. 
Prout  Chapel. 
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8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Major Production — "Summertree" 
(See calendar for Wednesday.) 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. 
U.A.O. Coffeehouse Circuit 
Folksinger John Bassette will perform at 
to the public.  Admission is 25^. 
Carnation Room, Union. 
1:30 p.m.     Open 
Sigma Nu Bike Marathon Kickoff 
The brothers of Sigma Nu Social  Fraternity will begin their 
second annual Bike Marathon  for U.S.O.   centers on the Union 
oval,   in  front   of the  Union.     This year's goal  is  $1,250, 
or the  equivalent  of a trip  around the world to all the  U.S.O. 
centers,  at  a nickle  a mile.     Even though they'll be peddling 
night  and  day  for a whole week,  the bike couldn't go that 
many miles,  but   for each  5#  donation,   a mile will be  recorded 
on a map displayed next  to  the  stationary bike,  to  show 
progress  toward the goal.     Campus VIP's,   including  President 
Jerome  and  student  body officers,  will  be asked to peddle the 
bike  sometime  during  the week-long marathon. 
Alpha Phi  Omega Pledge Meeting 
Taft  Room,  Union. 
FRIDAY,  MAY  9   (Spring Weekend) 
All  Day 
3-5 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:1*5 - 5:^5 p.m. 
U p.m. 
Golf 
BGSU golfers will  compete  in the Ashland  Invitational. 
Ashland  College. 
Sigma Nu Bike Marathon  Downtown 
The stationary bike will be moved downtown to the corner 
of Main and Wooster Streets where Bowling Green Mayor F. 
Gus Skibbie will be asked to peddle a mile or two. (see 
calendar  for Thursday,   8 p.m.) 
Baseball 
BGSU vs.   Kent  State  University. 
Steller Field. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Balloon Lecture 
Mr.   Charles  E.  MacArthur,  president  of Aerostats-Ballons, 
Inc.,  Tolland,   Conn. ,  will  disscuss   interesting and  amusing 
incidents  in the  history of ballooning,  prior to the 
balloon  ascension. 
Front  steps,  Williams Hall. 
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5:30 p.m. Balloon Ascension 
Plans  call  for balloon  lecturer Mr.  MacArthur and several 
students to be  carried up,  up  and away  in a basket   attached 
to the balloon.     It  all depends on the weather,  and the 
experts  say chances are  50-50 that  conditions will be just 
right   for  a balloon ascension.     Take-off will  he  from the 
inner  campus. 
6 p.m. U.A.O.   Campus Movie 
"Tohruk"  — the  story of an  expedition  of Palestinian Jews 
masquerading as German  soldiers to aid a battalion of 
British prisoners   in World War II.     Admission   free to BGSU 
students,   faculty  and staff. 
Main Auditorium,  University Hall. 
6 p.m. Phi Kappa Tau Bed Race 
Sorority-Fraternity pairings  for the event  are  as  follows: 
Phi Mu and Phi  Delta Theta;   Sigma Phi  Epsilon  and Kappa Delta; 
Beta Theta Pi  and Alpha Chi  Omega;   Theta Chi  and Delta Zeta; 
Kappa Sigma and Delta Gamma;   Sigma Alpha Epsilon  and Alpha 
Phi;  Sigma Nu,  Pi  Kappa Alpha and Alpha Xi  Delta;  Sigma Chi, 
Alpha Epsilon Pi  and Alpha Gamma Delta;  Alpha Tau Omega, Tau 
Kappa Epsilon  and Alpha Delta Pi;   Zeta Beta Tau,  Alpha Sigma 
Phi and Gamma Phi Beta;  Delta Upsilon, Phi Kappa Psi and Chi 
Omega. 
Union Oval. 
6:30 p.m. Jewish Student   Congregation Worship 
Services led by Richard Firestone.    Open to the public. 
Prout  Chapel. 
7=30 p.m. U.A.O.   Coffeehouse  Circuit 
Folksinger John Bassette will perform  at  8 p.m.   and 10 p.m. 
Open to the public.     Admission  is  25$. 
Carnation  Room,  Union. 
7:30 p.m. Faculty Couples Bridge Club 
Bridge  and dessert   for members  of the  faculty and their 
spouses.     Admission  is  $2  for non-members  and $1  for members. 
Alumni  Room,   Union. 
7:30 p.m. Spring Weekend Parade 
The parade,  which will  include the May Queen  contestants,  will 
assemble  at the  Ice Arena and  follow the parade  route  down 
Route  6 to Thurstin St.,  Thurstin to Ridge St.,   and Ridge to 
the  Student  Services Building  for the  coronation. 
7:30 p.m. Faculty Dames Show 
An  interest group within the Faculty Dames Group,  called the 
Poe Ditch Players,  will present  an  original,  topical  comedy 
entitled    Our Place."     The production  is  a satire on  university 
life.     Tickets will be held at the door for those making reser- 
vations.     To reserve tickets,   contact  Mrs.  George Joyce,   628 
Haskins  Road,  Bowling Green.     Send her your name,   address, 
and a check  for the number of tickets  desired.     Admission,   50<£. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
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7:30-9:30 p.m.        Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
8 p.m. U.A.O. Campus Movie 
"The Cardinal" looks at contemporary questions of mixed 
marriage, religious vocation, the infringement of civil 
rights by anti-Negro forces in America and the infringement 
of personal freedom by the totalitarian Nazi state.  Carol 
Lynley, Tom Tryon, John Saxon and Burgess Meredith star. 
Free admission to BGSU students, faculty and staff. 
Main Auditorium, University Hall. 
8 p.m. Major Production — "Summertree" 
(See calendar for Wednesday.) 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. 
8 p.m. May Queen Coronation 
The 1969 May Queen and her court will be crowned immedi- 
ately following the Spring Weekend Parade. 
Forum, Student Services Building. 
8 p.m.-l a.m. Junior Class Carnival 
Rides, concessions and games. 
Sterling Farm. 
9:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.  The Crypt Coffee House 
Discussion and program night.  Open to the public. 
United Christian Fellowship Building. 
10 p.m. U.A.O. Campus Movie 
"Tobruk"  (see calendar for 6 p.m. above.) 
Main Auditorium, University Hall. 
Saturday, May 10 (Spring Weekend] 
.All Day Golf 
BGSU golfers at Ashland Invitational. 
Ashland College. 
All Day Education Conference 
A conference on games and simulation in social studies, 
sponsored by the department of education. For elementary 
and high school teachers of social studies in northwestern 
Ohio. 
Auditorium, Education Building. 
10 a.m. Sigma Chi Derby Chase 
Sorority women are invited to chase the 79 actives and 
pledges of Sigma Chi Fraternity for their derbies.  The 
chase will end promptly at 11 a.m.  The sorority collecting 
the most derbies at the end of the hour will receive a trophy. 
Inner Campus. 
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10 a.m. Women's Extramural Sports  Day 
BGSU women will  compete with women  from  several  other Ohio 
and Michigan universities  in tennis,  softball,  golf and track. 
Tennis  competition will take  place  on the  university courts 
(behind Ice  Arena),   softball will  be behind the Women's  Bldg. 
and beside the Life Science Bldg.,  golf on the  university 
golf course,   and track at  the Bowling Green High School 
track,  W.  Poe Road. 
10 a.m.-l p.m. Sigma Nu Bike Marathon at  Bargain  City 
Sigma Nu peddlers will move their  stationary bike to the 
parking  lot   in  front   of Bargain City,  S.  Main St.,   in an 
appeal to  shoppers there.     The marathon  is  for  U.S.O.,  and 
its goal  is  $1,250  in  contributions. 
11 a.m. Mortarboard Meeting 
1*25 Student  Services  Building. 
12:30 p.m. Derby Day in Disneyland Parade 
The parade will be lead by the Sigma Chi  Derby  float. 
Sorority women  are  invited to don  costumes with  a Disneyland 
theme  and follow the  derby  in  its  journey  from the Administra- 
tion  Bldg.,  through  sorority row,   around the  Union  oval, 
and down  Ridge Street  to the  ROTC  drill  field,   site  of the 
annual  Derby Day games.     A trophy will be presented to one 
sorority  in the  parade  for  its  participation and originality 
of costume. 
12:30 p.m. • Track 
BGSU    vs.  Western Michigan and Miami  Universities. 
Miami  University,   Oxford,  0. 
1 p.m. Derby Day Games 
First,   second and third place  winners  in  each game will 
receive  5,3 and 1 points  respectively.     Sororities  and 
fraternities  will be paired for the games,   and the pair 
receiving the most number of points  at the  conclusion  of 
the games will  receive trophies. 
ROTC  Drill Field  (behind Memorial  Hall). 
1 p.m. Tennis 
BGSU vs. Miami University. 
Miami University, Oxford, 0. 
1 p.m. Baseball Doubleheader 
BGSU vs. Kent State University. 
Steller Field. 
1 p.m. A.W.S. Fashion Show 
An informal show of the latest styles from the Clothes Rack. 
Free and open to the public. 
Pheasant Room, Union. 
1 p.m. Rugby 
BGSU vs. the University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. 
Sterling Farm. 
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1 p.m.-l a.m. 
2 p.m. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 
6 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8:15 p.m. 
9:30 p.m.-l a.m. 
10 p.m. 
Junior Class Carnival 
Rides,   concessions, games. 
Sterling  Farm. 
Balloon Ascension  II 
A repeat  of Friday's balloon ascension. 
Inner  Campus. 
Public  Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
U.A.0.   Campus Movie 
"The  Cardinal"   (See  calendar  for Friday.) 
Main Auditorium,   University Hall. 
U.A.O.   Coffeehouse Circuit 
Folksinger John  Bassette  will  perform  at  8 p.m.   and 10 p.m. 
Open to the public.     Admission  is 25# 
Carnation Room,   Union. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Major Production  —  "Summertree" 
(See  calendar  for Wednesday.) 
Joe E.   Brown Theatre,  University Hall. 
U.A.O.   Campus Movie 
"Tobruk"     (See  calendar   for Friday.) 
Main  Auditorium,   University Hall. 
U.A.O.  Special  Concert 
Singer Johnny Mathis  is  the guest  celebrity  for this  very, 
very  special concert.     Mr.  Mathis has  recorded 18 gold record 
albums,  along with  such  famous  singles  as  "Wonderful,   Wonder- 
ful,"  "It's Not  For Me  To Say,"  and  "Chances Are."    Tickets 
are  $k  for reserved chair seats,  $3.50 for general  admission 
bench  and floor  seats,   and $3  for reserved bench  seats   (seats 
farthest  from the  stage).     Tickets  are on  sale  in the Union. 
Anderson Arena, Memorial  Hall. 
Opera 
"The Medium"  and "The Telephone,"  both by Menotti,  will be 
performed.     Miss Edna Garbedian and Mary Ann McDonald are 
directing.     Admission  is  $1  for adults  and 50tf  for students. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
The Crypt  Coffeehouse 
"Sound Off Night"   for local talent.   Open to  the public. 
United Christian  Fellowship Building. 
U.A.O.   Campus Movie 
"The  Cardinal"   (See  calendar  for Friday.) 
Main Auditorium,   University Hall. 
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Sunday, May 11       (Mother's Day) 
All  Day 
10:30 a.m.-Noon 
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
2-5 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
Sigma Nu Bike Marathon 
The bike marathon,   for the benefit  of U.S.O.,  enters  its 
third day as brothers of Sigma Nu Fraternity peddle  on. 
Union Oval. 
Lutheran Student  Worship 
Services  conducted by the Rev.  Paul Tuchardt.   Open to 
the public. 
Prout Chapel. 
Junior Class Carnival 
Rides, concessions, games. 
Sterling Farm. 
A.W.S.  May Sing 
"Balloons"  is the theme   for this year's May Sing.     All 
sororities  and women's  residence  halls  are  eligible to  send 
groups to  compete  in the  sing.     The panel of judges will 
include two  high school music teachers  and two members of the 
university's  School  of Music  faculty.     Free  and open to the 
public. 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
Bromfield Hall Open House 
Bromfield Hall, Harshman Quadrangle. 
Joint Student Recital 
NancyKillen, mezzo soprano, and Bill Davis, tenor, will 
perform.  The recital is free and open to the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Public Skating Session 
Ice Arena. 
Students for a Democratic Society Meeting 
Wayne Room, Union. 
Major Production — "Summertree" 
(See calendar for Wednesday.) 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hall. 
8:15 p.m. University Symphony  Orchestra Concert 
Dr.   Walter Baker  is  the  featured soloist   in this  year's 
spring  concert.     Dr.  Baker,  along with the orchestra,  will 
perform "Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.   V.    Other selections 
for the  concert  are  Schumann's  "Symphony No.   l"   ("Spring"), 
and "Prelude  and Quadruple  Fugue" by Hovahness.     The  concert 
will be  conducted by Richard Cioffari  and  is  free  and open 
to the public. 
Recital Hall, School of Music Building. 
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Lectures and Seminars 
BIOLOGY 
Thursday,  May  8     U p.m. "Ribosomes" 
A lecture by  Dr.  George Rendina,   associate 
professor of chemistry.     Sponsored by the biology 
department.     Free  and open to the public. 
Room  112,   Life  Science  Building. 
EDUCATION 
Thursday,  May "Maslow and Self-Actualization" 
A  filmed  interview with Abraham H.  Maslow,  past 
president   of the American  Psychological Associa- 
tion  and author of    Toward a Psychology  of Being. 
Mr.  Maslow  discusses the  characteristics  of 
full-humanness  and of self-actualizing  individuals. 
Sponsored by Foundations  of Education.     Free  and 
open to the  public. ^ 
Room  115,   Education  Building. 
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Announcements 
CLOTHING DRIVE.     A  campus-wide  clothing drive   is being  conducted by 
Circle K, in cooperation with the International Programs Department  and the Bowling 
Green Presbyterian Church.     The drive will continue until the end of the Spring 
Quarter.     Clothing will be sent to the needy overseas. 
JOHNNY MATHIS.    Tickets for the U.A.O.  Special Johhny Mathis Concert can 
be ordered this week in the Union lobby.    Admission is $U for reserved chair seats, 
$3.50 for general admission bench and floor seats, and $3 for reserved bench seats 
(seats furthest from the stage).     The concert will be held Saturday, May 10,  at 
8 p.m.   in Anderson Arena. 
APT EXHIBIT.    The l8th Annual Undergraduate Art Exhibit,  sponsored by the 
Bowling Green Alumni Association, will open on Mother's Day, May 11,   in the gallery 
of the Art Building.     The exhibit will contain oils, watercolors, prints, metalwork, 
Jewelry,  ceramics, weaving,  drawings, photos, glass and sculpture — come of which 
will be for sale.     Refreshments will be served on opening day,  1 p.m.  to 5 P-m-     The 
exhibit will be on display through May 29 and will be open weekdays 8 a.m.   to 5 p.m. 
and 1 p.m.   to 5 p.m.   on Saturday s and Sundays.     Objects in the exhibit were first 
screened by members of the art department  faculty.    A committee of Judges,   chaired 
by Dr. Orth McCoy,  chairman of the art department at Pennsylvania State University, 
selevted award recipients, which will be designated on opening day. 
GREEN SHEET.     Don't   let  your  club be missed  in The Green Sheet.     Help  us 
to be complete and accurate in our list of the week's events.     To submit your meeting 
notices and announcements for publication in 'i'he Green Sheet,  contact Mrs.  Marilyn 
Braatz,  c/o the University News Service, Ad. Bldg.     Information is preferred in 
writing, or call Ext.   2635-     Copy must be in by noon on the Tuesday before the 
Monday distribution date. 
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WBGU-FM Radio 
HIGHLIGHTS 
Tuesday,  May 6 
3:30 p.m. 
Thursday, May 8 
2:30 p.m. 
BGSU Baseball vs. Eastern Michigan 
The Mayor Speaks—Mayor F. Gus Skibbie, Bowling Green, 
discusses issues of hij city. 
Friday, May 9 
3:30 p.m. 
Saturday,  May 10 
1:00 p.m. 
BGSU Baseball  vs.   Kent  State  here. 
Baseball Double  Header against  Kent  State. 
MUSIC SCHEDULE 
Monday,  May  5 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Tuesday,  May  6 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Wednesday,  May  7 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Thursday,  May 8 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Friday, May 9 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Resdighi - Pines of Rome; Berlioz - Harold in Italy. 
Jussi Bjorling in Song; Dorati - Nocturne and Capriccio. 
Gabrieli - High Renaissance;  Prokofiev - Stone Flower Ballet 
The Best of Caruso; Brahms - Symphony H2. 
Nilsson - Songs of Scandinavia; Bach - Concerto in D Minor. 
Maria Callas at La Scala; Saint-Saens - Symphony #3- 
Stravinsky - The Rite of Spring; Prokofieff - Scythian Suite 
Opus  20. 
Netania Davrath- Songs  of Awergne;  Mozart  - Serenade  #10. 
Enesco - Rumanian  Rhapsody;  Liszt  - Hungarian Rhapsody 
Peter Pear and Benjamin Britten - Six Canzonettes; Mozart 
German Dances. 
Saturday, May 10 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Hindemith - Three Sonatas  for Organ;  Delibes  - Sylvia and 
Coppelia. 
Eric Kunz - Best Loved German Songs; Dvorak - Symphony fi. 
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Channel 70 Program Highlights 
Monday, May 5 
7 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 6 
7 p.m. 
9 p.m. 
Wednesday, May 7 
8 p.m. 
Thursday, May 8 
7 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
Friday, May 9 
8 p.m. 
\ 
Science  & Ethics:   "Who Shall  Play God"  — Dr.   Leroy Augenstein, 
Chairman of the  Department  of Biophysics  at Michigan State 
University discusses  the  impact   of medical technology on 
decision-making   in the medical profession and  in  society  as 
a whole. 
Charles  Ives:   Symphony No.   h— America's musical heritage 
echoes  through Charles  Ives'   stirring  Fourth Symphony. 
NET Journal:   A Piece  of Cake— A  documentary  focusing  on  a 
recruitment  and training  program  for the hard-core  unemployed 
undertaken by the Westinghouse Electric  Corporation. 
Margaret Mead on Student  Power —  Filmed during her  recent 
visit  to the Bowling Green  campus,  the  famed sociologist 
relates  her  ideas  on  the  student  power movements. 
NET Festival:     The  World of James Buswell  —  Violinist James 
Buswell  combines  a heavy nationwide  performance  schedule with 
the  demands  of Harvard  student  life. 
Spectrum:     Changing  the Weather  — The causes of storms  and the 
processes of cloud  formation  are  demonstrated by the use  of 
time-lapse  film  and other photographic  effects. 
8:30 p.m.   Book Beat:     White  Over  Black — Author Winthrop 
Jordan  discusses  this   study of black-white  relationships  in 
the  United States over three   centuries. 
A City  in Transition-IV — This  final  episode  in  a  series 
highlighting the  city of Bowling Green examines  the  city's 
industrial  expansion,  telephone_service  and its  outlook  for 
the  future. 
NET Playhouse:   "The Journey  of the Fifth Horse"  —  Ronald 
Ribman's prize-winning  drama  stars  Dustin Hoffman  as  a pub- 
lisher's  reader whose  own  life  has a curious parallel with 
that  of a character  in  a novel  he  is  reading. 
NET Journal:   "if I  Don't  Agree Must  I  Go Away"  — The profile 
of a 23-year-old Canadian girl living with  a New York Village 
filmmaker.     Having  rejected the  sanction  of marriage given 
up her Catholic   faith,   she begins  to question the  values  by 
which  she will  live. 
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9 p.m. 
Sunday,  May 11 
8 p.m. 
NET Festival:   "Bartck at  Tanglewood:   Concerto for Orchestra" 
— A comparison of the Boston Symphony Orchestra's performance 
of Bartok's work and a rehearsal by the Berkshire Music 
Center Student  Orchestra. 
P.B.L.     "Is  a Job  the Answer?"  — A report  on  industry's 
attempt to  solve the  problems of the city by hiring  the 
hard-core  unemployed. 
Placement Interview Schedules 
BUSINESS LISTINGS: 
Monday, May  5.     Glidden-Durkee;   VISTA. 
Tuesday, May 6.     VISTA. 
Wednesday,  May 7.     VISTA;     Anaconda American Brass  Co. 
Thursday, May  8.     Del Monte  Corp. 
SCHOOL LISTINGS: 
Monday,  May  5.     Ida Public  Schools,  Mich.;     Henry County Schools,   Ohio 
(Evening Also);     Edison Local Bd.  of Ed., Ohio;     Adrian Public Schools, Mich. 
Tuesday, May 6.    Napoleon Schools, Ohio (Evening Also);    Wood County Scntols, 
Ohio;     East  China Public  Schools,  Mich.;     Tekonsha Comm.   Schools, Mich.;     Wash- 
ington  Local  Schools,  Ohio   (Evening Also). 
Wednesday,  May 7.     Hopewell-Louden Local Schools,  Ohio;     Bettsville Local 
Schools,  Ohio;     Brown City Comm.   Schools,  Mich.;     Thornapple-Kellogg Schools, 
Mich.;     Durand Area Schools,  Mich. 
Thursday, May 9.    Mercer County Schools, Ohio. 
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